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A diagnostic neutral beam will be installed on Alcator C-Mod for

measurement of nj,nz,Tz,VQ, v,», and j . The beam will be used primarily

for the study of thermal transport, Er in H-mode discharges, and to provide

critical profile and turbulence data for tests of theoretically based models of

turbulence and transport. The beam selected for this work was used on

TEXT and is rated at 50 kV and 6 A of extracted current in hydrogen. It can

produce beams of deuterium or helium as well. It is currently being

reconfigured for installation on C-Mod. Capabilities for the intended

measurements are described using simulations based on measured C-Mod

profiles.



I. INTRODUCTION

A diagnostic neutral beam will be installed on C-Mod for measurement of ion

density fluctuations rij, impurity density nz, impurity temperature Tz, rotational velocities

VQ.V^, and current density j . The beam will be used primarily for the study of thermal

transport, the radial electric field Er in H-mode discharges, and to provide critical profile

and turbulence data for tests of theoretically based models of turbulence and transport.

While the first two applications will be well embedded in the C-Mod experimental program,

the last continues work begun on the Texas Experimental Tokamak (TEXT), and is based

on the observation that theory based models of transport due to turbulence can be

successfully compared with experiment1 and are sufficiently mature to produce detailed,

testable descriptions of the underlying turbulent spectra.2 All of these measurements will

be unique because of the unique operational regime of C-Mod. Though profiles predicted

by the theory-based transport model of reference 1 are being tested at lower densities and

fields, there is no such comparison in the C-Mod regime of high densities and fields which

in some respects is closer to the parameters of the next generation of tokamaks. Further,

the turbulence spectra predicted by this turbulence-based model have not been tested at all.

Since beams have not been applied to plasmas of such high density and magnetic field, this

paper is mainly concerned with penetration of the beam into the plasma and with

macroscopic measurements.

II . THE FRC DIAGNOSTIC NEUTRAL BEAM

A. Description

The Fusion Research Center (FRC) diagnostic neutral beam (DNB) was designed

and constructed by the Culham Beam Development Group on the model of a JET

injector.3 In turn, the PBX beam was designed on the model of the FRC beam.4 In its

commissioning tests,5 the FRC DNB produced a 50 keV beam with 6 A of extracted



current in hydrogen with full, half, and third energy components in the ratio 50:20:30.

The current density of the full energy component in the target plane was 70 mA/cm2.

Beams of deuterium and helium have been produced as well. The beam pulse duration is

approximately 100 ms, and the beam was designed for modulation as fast as 1 kHz.

The DNB consists of five major components: plasma source, accelerator,

neutralizer, deflector magnet, and vacuum system. The plasma source has cylindrical,

permanent-magnet, bucket geometry with a six-filament array including two spare

filaments. The accelerator is composed of four edge-cooled grids. For focusing, the grids

have the form of a section of a sphere. (Ramifications of this design will be discussed in

greater detail in section III.) The magnetically shielded neutralizer is rigidly mounted

together with the source and the accelerator so that the assembly can be moved as a unit

for directional control. There is a deflector magnet between the neutralizer and the plasma

that directs residual charged particles onto a cooled titanium dump plate. The vacuum for

the beam is provided by a cryopump with a pumping speed of 30,000 liter/s in hydrogen

and 15,000 liter/s in helium.

B . Neutral Beam Penetration

First the practicality and then the design of diagnostics depend on the beam

penetration. The penetration was simulated for the full energy component with

experimental C-Mod profiles. In the simulation, the beam interacts with the plasma only

through attenuation by ionization and charge exchange:

H++H° ->H°

p + H ° - > p + H+



Excitation to and ionization from excited states will not affect the conclusions of this paper

concerning hydrogen beam penetration and the ion temperature measurements. (Ionization

from excited states is included in the comments on helium beam penetration in section III.

C.) Each attenuation process is described by a rate, and the processes are assumed to be

independent. The beam travels a straight line trajectory y along a plasma major radius at

f9~F
constant velocity vB = — 2 . from its launch at y=0 with density nB(y=0). Hence,

V m B

VB
-expfgKdx)

where K is the sum of the rates. The penetration into two discharges is shown in Figures 1

and 2. The transmission of a 50 keV hydrogen beam is shown in Figure la for the L-mode

discharge described in Figure lb. Approximately 35% of the beam reaches the plasma

center (r = 0); 15% reaches the far edge of the plasma. In this case, charge exchange is the

major attenuation process.

In contrast, Figure 2 shows the penetration into a PEP mode discharge.6 Here

about 5 % of the beam is predicted to penetrate to the axis and less than 1% to the far edge

of the plasma. It would appear unlikely that beam diagnostics would be of much use in the

inner half of the plasma though information there might be inferred by invoking

assumptions such as constancy on flux surfaces. To ameliorate this limitation, we are

investigating an increase in the beam voltage to 80 keV. The effect of this change on

penetration is shown as a dashed line in each of Figs, la and 2a.

III. DIAGNOSTICS

A. Profile measurements

In the interaction of beam particles with ambient impurities, emission from ambient

impurities is generated via processes

-» , r )+hv



where the beam neutral is represented by H°, Aq(n,l) represents an impurity ion of charge

q in a quantum state (n,l), and the emission is represented by hv. The impurity density

nz is inferred from the intensity of the spectral emission, impurity temperature Tz from

the width of the Doppler broadened spectral line, and the rotational velocities of the

impurity ve and v,,, from the Doppler shifted spectral line. Radial electric field Er may be

inferred from the rotational velocities via the radial component of the impurity momentum

balance equation.

The spatial resolution of this measurement will depend on the width of the beam

which can be modified to a limited degree for C-Mod. The beam is composed of

beamlets, each of which emanates from one of the 61 apertures in the accelerator grids.

The apertures are closely spaced over a circular area of 0.16 m diameter. To reduce the

plasma area illuminated by the beam and thereby improve the resolution of the

diagnostics, the accelerator grids are curved so that the ballistic trajectories of the neutral

beamlets intersect at some point in the plasma that is designated as the focus. The beam

was designed to focus at the center of the TEXT plasma with a full Gaussian width of

0.05 m, but the accelerator grids will be located further from the plasma in the C-Mod

installation. Without modification, the beam width would be approximately 0.13 m. A

straightforward increase in the grid radius of curvature will reduce that to approximately

0.08 m at the plasma center. Clearly, this modification will improve spatial resolution.

For the measurement of Tz, nz, and ve, the poloidal component of the impurity rotation

velocity, the beam will be viewed from above as shown in Figure 3. With this view, the

radial resolution is limited by the optimized beam width to 0.01 m for r/a = 0.5 and 0.03



m at the plasma edge. A horizontal view of the beam has even better resolution in the edge,

0.01 m. Thus with refocusing of the beam, the radial resolution becomes acceptable.

These numerical estimates are intended as examples of beam optimization for C-Mod and

will not become final until the details of the installation are complete. Collection optics

effects are omitted.

The radial range over which ion temperature measurements are possible may be

limited by the penetration of the beam. A simulation of the Tz measurement will help to

better understand the conditions under which measurements can be made. For this

simulation, the emission of principal interest consists of bremsstrahlung and the impurity

line emission (5292 A, n = 7 - 8, C+5) due to beam-impurity interaction. Continuum

emission due to recombination is small compared to bremsstrahlung for this wavelength.

Impurity line emission from thermal processes in the plasma is ignored. The

bremsstrahlung emissivity is7

257te6
 7 n 2 | 2rckTe | ^J he

AiT.4TI 3mec
2A,2kTe " \ 3me

The line emissivity is8

In these representations, (gff) is the free-free Gaunt factor,7 and a(X) is the cross section8

for photon emission in the beam-impurity interaction. The beam penetration is as calculated

in the previous section, and the profile of the beam density transverse to the direction of

propagation is Gaussian with a half width at 1/e points of 0.03 m. The Doppler broadened

radiance spectrum is computed for chords such as those in Figure 3. It is then possible to

estimate the radial range over which an accurate measurement of the spectral line width (Tz

measurement) and the spectral line shift (ve measurement) are possible. Of course, this



will vary with impurity concentration. For the plasma described in Figure 1, it will be

possible to measure widths and shifts for carbon concentrations as low as n c /n e = 0.001.

Measurements are limited for plasma with densities in excess of 3xl020 m'3. This density

range can be extended upward for Tz even without modulation of the beam as it is a less

stringent measurement. The penetration depth of the beam at the higher densities can be

increased by increasing the beam energy. The accompanying reduction in impurity

excitation partially compensates this so that the beam current density must be increased to

obtain a major increase in emission. An increase in current density would be included in a

modification of the beam energy in order to keep the beam on perveance; that is, to maintain

a minimum beam divergence.

C. Turbulence measurements

Beam neutrals are excited by interactions with thermal plasma constituents,

electrons, protons, and impurity ions. Thus, plasma ion density fluctuations are

transferred to the excited state density of the beam by proton impact and then to the

emitted spectrum. For ions, the principal processes involved are

H°*->H° + hv

Electron density and impurity density fluctuations will be impressed on the beam

emission in a similar fashion. In the prototypical experiment, the beam ion and the

plasma ion are the same. It would then be necessary to view the beam so that the

fluctuating beam emission could be distinguished from the thermal edge emission by the

Doppler shift due to some component of the beam velocity. That view would be along

field lines to avoid averaging out the poloidal and radial components of the turbulence.



Hence, the neutral beam trajectory would itself require a significant toroidal component.

This is not practical for C-Mod. Further, the usual hydrogen emission observed in these

experiments is insensitive to density fluctuations at the high densities of C-Mod;

consequently, a helium beam will be used. The thermal edge emission will not contain an

appreciable contribution from edge recycled helium: The amount of helium introduced by

the beam is small and will not be retained in the walls between shots. The small amount

of room temperature helium that escapes the beam line will appear only after the beam

pulse.

The beam will be viewed toroidally. The intersections of the horizontal viewing

chords with the beam are shown as the small rectangles in Figure 3. The viewed volumes

are arrayed in a cruciform with poloidal turbulence data inferred from the vertically

displaced volumes. The radially displaced volumes are used for radial correlations of

turbulence and for beam noise compensation. The radial and poloidal separation between

channels can be as small as 0.01 m, though the finite lifetime of the states used for these

measurements may induce smearing on spatial scales of that order.

Helium beams have a metastable component which has a significantly larger

ionization cross section than the ground state component. While penetration calculations

show that the beam component in the ground state will penetrate the plasma of Figure 1,

the metastable component will not. Thus, the penetration of the entire beam will be a

strong function of the constituency of the beam. As demonstrated in previous work on

TEXT,9 the metastable component can be tailored to suit the experiment In the TEXT

experiment, the metastable component was deliberately increased, but reduction of that

8



component will be advantageous in the higher density C-Mod experiments. Proper

operation of the beam on C-Mod will require additional experimental study. The

emission to be used in this experiment has not yet been selected although there are helium

transitions that retain density sensitivity even at the high densities of C-Mod.

V. CONCLUSIONS

On C-Mod, a diagnostic neutral beam will contribute to our understanding of

thermal transport, H-mode, and turbulence induced transport. While it will not be

possible to make all possible measurements throughout the density range of C-Mod,

measurements can be made over a major part of that range. The primary uncertainties are

in the fluctuation measurements, but these can be overcome by using modifications of

existing techniques.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Transmission of a neutral beam (a) through a C-Mod L-mode plasma with

profiles as in (b).

Figure 2. Transmission of a neutral beam (a) through a C-Mod PEP-mode plasma with

profiles as in (b).

Figure 3. Example of vertical viewing chords which would be used to view the neutral

beam from a top port. The small rectangles labeled "Horizontal View Intersections"

represent the intersections of horizontal (toroidal) viewing chords with the beam.
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A study for the installation of the TEXT HIBP on Dlll-D
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P. M. Schoch, T. P. Crowley, R. L. Hickok

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York 12180

W. P. West, J. Leuer, P. Anderson

General Atomics, San Diego, California 92186

An assessment of the feasibility of installing the TEXT 2-MeV heavy-ion beam probe

(HIBP) on the DIII-D tokamak has been completed. Detailed drawings of the machine

cross section were imported into the CAD application AutoCAD. A set of programs written

in AutoLisp were used to generate trajectories. Displays of the accessible cross section of

the plasma, scan lines for the entire range of primary beam energy and injection angle

ranges and sample-volume dimensions can be rapidly generated. Because of the large

deflection between the primary input beam and the emergent secondary beam, either the

analyzer needs to be tracked over a ±20° angle or secondary poloidal deflector plates need

to be installed at the exit port. Toriodal deflector plates will be installed at both the injection

and exit ports to compensate for toroidal displacements and deflections. The sample

volumes generated by this procedure are within a few centimeters of the locations derived

from a full 3-D calculation.



I. INTRODUCTION

A 2-MeV heavy-ion beam probe (HIBP) was installed on the TEXT tokamak for measurements

of electric field and fluctuations in density and potential. Following the termination of the TEXT

program it has been proposed that this diagnostic should be transferred to the DIII-D tokamak.

This paper describes a user-friendly interactive design tool developed to generate primary and

secondary trajectories to enable fast evaluation of sample-volume location and size and overall

diagnostic performance. A more extensive description of the project can be found in the official

proposal.1

II. THE HIBP DIAGNOSTIC

The HIBP diagnostic was originally proposed by R. L. Hickok2 and the first installation on a

tokamak was on the ST experiment at PPPL.3 The basic principal is to inject a high-energy, high-

mass, singly charged ion beam into the tokamak, essentially perpendicular to the toroidal or

confining field. Through ionization against the plasma electrons (and to a lesser extent, ions) a fan

of doubly ionized secondaries is produced which after leaving the plasma can be suitably analysed

to provide the density and electric field and the temporal fluctuations in density and space potential

at the point of secondary ionization. Measurements at two or more adjacent locations using

multiple detectors also provides spatial resolution from which the S(co,k) of the fluctuations can be

measured. This is at present a unique diagnostic for the direct measurement of electric potential

and potential fluctuations. Details of this diagnostic technique and results from a variety of

experiments were recently published.4



III. THE TEXT 2-MEV HIBP DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS

A 2-MeV HIBP was installed on the TEXT-Upgrade facility.5. Both the accelerator - a 2-MeV

Van der Graf unit - and the beam line and electrostatic deflection system were supplied by National

Electrostatics Corp. A thermionic ion source is used, consisting of a heated source cup packed

with a zeolite impregnated with the source material - an alkali metal (Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs) or similar

material (Tl). The secondary analyzer is a Proca-Green parallel-plate electrostatic unit. The voltage

applied across the analyzer plates is 330 kV for an accelerator voltage of 2 MeV; structural and

insulation requirements result in a large, massive apparatus. The secondary ion current is detected

using a four-plate detector connected to high-gain, low-noise current detectors. The response rate

of the detection system is 1 MHz, which allows measurements at frequencies up to 500 kHz.

IV. EXPECTED DIAGNOSTIC PERFORMANCE

The HIBP is capable of measuring sub-centimeter (dependent on plasma location - discussed

further in Sec. VII) and microsecond-resolved radial electric field Er, simultaneous density and

potential fluctuations (ne, <P) at multiple points (including average wave numbers and correlation

lengths), particle flux due to electrostatic fluctuations, and low-m, -n magnetic fluctuations.

Elaborations on these capabilities are found in the official proposal.1

V. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED EXPERIMENT

An assesment has been made of the suitability of installing this diagnostic on the DIII-D

experiment. Four main areas have been addressed:

a) Accessibility - how much of the plasma cross section can be accessed,



b) Sample Volumes - what size are the sample volumes that can be resolved for various

locations in the plasma and for the various operating conditions of the diagnostic (ion mass,

energy, etc.),

c) Attenuation - over what range of DIII-D operating conditions (density and temperature

profiles) can adequate signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) be obtained for the density and potential

fluctuation measurements,

d) Performance and resolution - what range of plasma parameters can be measured for the

relevant operating conditions, and with what resolution (spatial and temporal).

A serious difficulty with the proposed installation is the location of the two main components

in the DIII-D facility. A number of candidate toroidal locations for the analyzer were determined.

For the evaluation presented here, one particular location was selected as the most attractive - the

90 deg port set. The primary beam is injected at the R-l port and the secondary ion beam is

extracted through the R+l port. The analyzer is required to be close to the experiment and may be

either located at a fixed poloidal location with electrostatic deflection plates used to steer the

secondary beam into the analyzer entrance slits or the analyzer may be mounted on a carriage and

physically moved to select the appropriate secondary trajectory.

VI. DESIGN PROCEDURE

In order to describe the expected system performance, a cross section of the DIII-D device was

imported into the AutoDesk AutoCAD application using the IGES exchange format and cross-

sections of the analyzer and accelerator added. A program was then written in the AutoLisp

interpreter to generate primary and secondary ion trajectories.

The toroidal field was represented by a lookup table generated from the actual toroidal coil

geometries. (The list is generated using the "cons" function, this requires the data file to be

ordered in reverse.) The 1-D lookup table uses the TF values at the elevation of the midplane of

the R-l or R+l ports. The calculation is entirely 2-D and is made in the plane midway between the



TF coils. The assumption is that for the bulk of the trajectory, well within the TF coil, this list will

closely match the 1/R toroidal field, and that as the trajectory approaches the entrance and exit

flanges the elevation will match that for which the list values are accurate for large radius. Outside

the TF coils the field rapidly falls to an insignificant value and the errors introduced by the use of a

single elevation value for the TF will also be insignificant. The reason for this approximation is

speed; using a lookup table with a grid size of 1 mm, the table size is only about 60 kbytes and

with this high a resolution no interpolation is required.

For a typical case study, the primary trajectory is generated first. The program uses as a

default starting point the virtual entry or sweep point located at the center of the input deflection

plate. Any other input location is also user-selectable. The input angle is user-selected, as is the

ion energy and mass (only the ion charge-to-mass ratio is important so different ion masses can be

represented simply by changing the ion energy). A "polyline" is then generated using a simple

integrator engine. Two step sizes are used for the primary trajectory: a coarse step up to the

elevation where secondary ions can enter the exit flange and a finer step for the rest of the

trajectory. Typically the step sizes are 0.5 cm and 0.5 mm. When the trajectory is complete the

polyline is added to the drawing.

The finite width of the beam is included by offsetting the initial launch vector by the estimated

beam width at the sweep point and generating a second primary trajectory. A more accurate

calculation would displace the initial launch by half the beam width on both sides of the initial

trajectory.

The secondary is also generated as a polyline, a segment of the primary trajectory is selected

and the polyline segment direction and end point are used as the initial vector. The trajectory is

displayed and the initial start point iterated until the secondary trajectory passes through the

analyzer entrance slit. An interpolation routine is used to speed the process of locating the

secondary birth point for a fixed analyzer slit location. An important point in execution is that both

the "pickpoint" and "osmode" defaults override the program point selection and these need to be

disabled prior to module entry.



In order to validate the technique and assumptions a separate calculation of the expected

trajectory was made using the complete TF field (calculated in the plane midway between the TF

coils and not including ripple effects) and the full poloidal fields calculated for a specific DHI-D

discharge. The incident toroidal angle and position of the primary beam was adjusted such that the

primary and secondary beams entered and exited the port planes midway between the TF coils. A

single case was studied, with the sample volume located at the innermost radius on the plasma

midplane. The distance between the sample-volume locations for the AutoLISP simulation and the

full calculation was less than 2 cm for the same input energy and angle and analyzer slit locations.

This error is much less than the other uncertainties in an actual experiment and showed that the

design procedure was adequately accurate.

The planned experiment uses a slit width of 2 mm and the expected resolution is simulated by

generating the secondary for each edge of the slit. As the secondary can only be generated at the

end of a primary polyline segment, very small steps - typically 0.5 mm (0.05 mm for the validation

study) - are required to provide the required resolution.

Four secondary trajectories are required to define the sample volume for each primary trajectory

(including beam width) and analyzer location (including slit width).

In the experiment a double-slit system is used in order to provide two sample volumes for

fluctuation correlation or high-resolution Er measurements; four additional secondary trajectories

are required to define the sample volume for this second slit. The separation between the two slits

is taken as 1 cm for this simulation.

Then from the two sets of four birth points the sample volumes for the primary trajectory-

analyzer position can be plotted and estimates made of the available radial and poloidal resolution.

These calculations can then be repeated for the various possible primary and secondary trajectories.

Program development is continuing. The 1-D TF table will be replaced with a 2-D array, with

the 1-mm resolution in the radial direction combined with a 2-cm resolution in the vertical

direction. The resultant table will not be interpolated; the nearest value in the lookup table will be

used. The table size is about 6 mbytes, which takes about a minute to load into LISP. In addition



an electrostatic deflection module is being assembled which will be added to the magnetic

deflection module in the integrator engine when the ion is within ten plate widths of the electrostatic

analyzer. The model uses an array of close spaced wires to simulate the deflector plates.

0 £0 40UNCHES)

FIG. 1. Elevation view ofHIBP installation
on DIII-D showing extrema of analyzer

positions; accelerator included for scale.

and bellows assembly. This concept does

not at present include an isolation valve on

the tokamak side of the bellows assembly.

The accelerator and a 180-cm person are

included for scale. The primary beam line is

entirely schematic - the present plan is to

locate the accelerator outside the DIII-D

enclosure and to use multiple deflection and

quadrupole focussing systems to transfer the

beam into the tokamak.

The range of the primary beam angle is

limited by the entrance aperture for the

outermost trajectories and by the beam

VII. PREDICTED PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION

Figure 1 shows the cross-sectional view

of the DIII-D core device with the primary

beam incident at the R-l port and the

secondary beam exiting at the R+l port.

A candidate position and scan range was

selected for the analyzer, requiring a

preliminary design for the interface flanges

1.5 MeV Cs

2.0 MeV Cs

1,5 MeV Rto

O.Sm-j

FIG. 2. Overall view of upper outer quadrant
showing accessible areas and scan lines (dashed)

for a swept primary beam {fixed analyzer) for three
beam-energy/beam-ion cases. Toroidal field values
are at R = 1.7 m. Flux surfaces are representative

of a single-null plasma.
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energy/mass limits for the innermost trajectories. A range of typical secondary trajectories is

shown, the limits of which are the exit port aperture and a reasonable range for the analyzer travel.

Figure 2 shows the accesible areas of the plasma for two beam energies and two ion masses.

The dashed lines in each grid plot indicate scan trajectories for fixed analyzer locations; any

particular trajectory can be scanned in the order of ten or so milliseconds during a plasma

discharge.

Figure 3 shows a number of candidate

sample volumes for a range of incident

trajectories and beam energies. Some

extreme sample volumes are magnified a

factor of five to show the details of the shape.

For the best sample volumes, located close to

the analyzer at the plasma edge, the radial

resolution is better than 0.5 cm for the

assumed 1-cm beam width. For the worst

sample volumes, where the primary and

FIG. 3. Sample-volume pairs for 1.5 MeV and 2 secondary trajctories are almost tangent, the
MeV cesium beams (1 cm diam. at injection point),

defined by two 2-mm slits separated by 1 cm. sample-volume size along the trajectory is
Those labeled 1, 2, 3 are used in calculations of

beam attenuation; 1 and 3 are also shown more than 5 cm.
magnified by five. Toroidal field is 2.15 TatR =

1-7 m. There are three outstanding design issues:

a) The location of the accelerator and the

requirement for deflection and focussing stations - Most desirable from the diagnostic viewpoint is

to place the accelerator as close as possible to the entrance port. However, space is at a premium in

the enclosure and there is considerable advantage to locating the accelerator outside this area.

Advantages, besides space, include access and maintenance without the need to access the DIII-D

cell. The disadvantage is that a long beam line will be required with possibly five bends; these

bends add out-of-plane focussing and so quadrupole focussing stations will be necessary. This



will certainly add to the cost; however, it is believed the overall effect may be to improve beam

quality.

b) Analyzer installation - There are two alternatives: either the analyzer can be mounted on a

carriage that will physically swing it through the detection range (note that the analyzer angle has to

be changed as well as the elevation), or a set of deflection plates can be located at the exit aperture

and the secondary beam can be deflected into a fixed analyzer. This second case has not been

studied; it is mechanically much more attractive but will add another degree of uncertainty to the

sample-volume location.

c) Sweep plate deflection angles - The primary (and secondary, if a fixed analyzer is used)

beam needs to be deflected through a large angle. Present designs do not allow this large an angle

and some R&D will be required to develop these systems. At present, breakdown is not a problem

but a stiff power supply is required to regulate against UV electron emission. For the higher

voltages required for larger deflection
Table I. S/N estimates for density fluctuation

measurements for the three sample-volume locations angles, breakdown (also response speed
labelled in Fig. 3 assuming 1 nA noise current and 1%

density fluctuations. for these high-current power supplies)
^ f n A V I I

may be a problem.

d) Attenuation - An important

requirement is that the beam attenuation,

primarily by electron-impact ionization, is

sufficiently small that adequate signal is

obtained at the detector.

A calculation of expected signal

strengths and signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)

were made, assuming a flat density

profile inside the last closed flux surface

and zero elsewhere. The ionization cross

Case

1

2

3

ne

(102 0m-3)

0.25

0.50

1.00

0.25

0.50

1.00

0.25

0.50

1.00

Isec/Ipri
(xlO-3)

9.00

6.00

1.32

22.6

22.6

11.4

2.90

1.40

0.15

I s e c (nA)
(Ipri=200uA)

1800

1200

264

4520

4520

2280

580

280

30

S/N

18

12

2.64

45.2

45.2

22.8

5.8

2.8

0.3



section for the primary beam was taken as 4 x 10~16 cm2 and for the secondary beam as one fifth

this value.6 Experience indicates that a S/N of ten or better is required for the density fluctuation

measurement (S/N requirements for the potential fluctuation measurements are considerably

higher). The results of this calculation are shown in Table I for the three sample-volume locations

labelled by the numerals 1-3 in Fig. 3 and for three plasma densities. These have assumed a 2-

MeV cesium beam of 200-|iA primary current (achievable), a detector noise current of 1 nA (a

practical upper bound),7 and a fluctuation level of 1%. The results at three plasma densities are

presented in Table I for the three sample-volume locations highlighted in Fig. 3, representing two

core locations with different sample-volume alignments and one edge location. We observe that

the S/N is always greater than unity for both interior cases. Although the edge case (3) appears

marginal, the fluctuation level here is expected to be considerably greater than 1%.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

A proposal to transfer the 2 MeV TEXT HffiP to the DIII-D tokamak has been made. A design

tool to generate ion trajectories directly onto the AutoCAD engineering drawings has been

developed, using the AutoLISP interpretive language included in the AutoCAD application. This

design tool allows the efficient and speedy generation of all the trajectories, scan lines and sample

volumes required to evaluate the diagnostic accessabilty and resolution.

A comparison with a full particle trajectory code shows that the sample volumes and shapes are

accurately represented and the maximum absolute position error is less than 2 cm, well within the

general accuracy of the diagnostic.

The trajectory simulation predicts extensive coverage of the plasma cross-section. The spatial

resolution is in the range of 5 mm to 5 cm depending on trajectories and operating conditions. The

frequency response is in excess of 500 kHz and the expected signal to noise is adequate for the

density fluctuation measurement for reasonable plasma densities. Performance for plasma potential

fluctuation measurements will be somewhat degraded.
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Time-domain triple-probe measurement of
edge plasma turbulence on TEXT-U
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Abstract

The time-domain triple-probe method (TDTP) switches Langmuir

probe states at high speeds to gather triple-probe information thereby-

avoiding errors which result when implementing the triple-probe

method with spatially separated single state probes in an inhomoge-

neous plasma. Successful implementation of the TDTP method re-

quires a switching frequency greater than the turbulence bandwidth

so that aliased power does not degrade time interpolated estimates of

triple-probe states. Additionally, transients between states, largely

determined by the ratio of ion saturation current to probe capaci-

tance, must be short enough to establish a probe-plasma equilibrium.

These requirements have been met in the edge plasma and parts of

the scrape off layer (SOL) on the Texas Experimental Tokamak Up-

grade (TEXT-U). Temperature fluctuations have been measured at

two poloidally separated probes. Cross-phase and coherence spec-



tra consistent with those of floating potential fluctuations and ion

saturation current fluctuations are measured.



Introduction

The time-domain triple-probe method (TDTP) is a new Langmuir-

probe technique designed to provide simultaneous estimates of plasma

potential, Vpiasma, electron temperature, Te, and density, noe, at each

of two probe locations with the temporal and spatial resolution re-

quired to accurately characterize plasma turbulence [1]. It is based

on the triple-probe method which utilizes three Langmuir-probes

to acquire three points on the current-voltage (CV) characteristic

[2]. The CV characteristic is related to plasma parameters through

Langmuir-probe theory, which attempts to describe the interaction

between a Langmuir-probe and plasma and derive the CV charac-

teristic. Perhaps the best descriptions of Langmuir-probe theory for

magnetized plasmas are given by Stangeby [3] and Hutchinson [4]

who derive equilibrium solutions for the negative biased sheath por-

tion of the CV characteristic. Prom the triple-probe conditions and

Langmuir-probe theory, the triple-probe equations are derived [5].

These equations relate Vp/O4mo, Te, and noe to the potentials and cur-

rents measured at the three points of the CV characteristic sampled

by the triple-probe system. However, significant errors arise when

the conventional triple-probe method operates in an inhomogeneous

plasma. The TDTP method is designed to avoid these errors and

provide accurate, time resolved estimates of V^ajma, Te, and noe.



Probes in an Inhomogeneous Plasma

An important though often unstated requirement of the conventional

triple-probe method is that all three Langmuir-probes are sampling

the same plasma. Otherwise, the three points sampled represent

one point on each of three different CV characteristics rather than

three points on a single CV characteristic. This requirement is not

generally met in turbulent plasmas. For example, decorrelation and

phase delay between two closely spaced floating potential probes

are routinely measured and used to estimate spectral quantities and

"phase velocity".

Consider three probes in a turbulent plasma, probe 1 located

at xi, probe 2 at x?, and probe 3 at £3. Probe 1 and probe 2

are a floating double-probe pair with a large potential bias and low

impedance between them. Probe 2 is biased negatively to probe 1

and collects the ion saturation current, Iaat(x2,t). Probe 1 returns

Lat(x2,t) to the plasma, and has potential Vreturn{xi,t). Probe 3 is a

high impedance floating potential probe with potential V/joat(#3, t)-

From Langmuir-probe theory, time resolved probe equations for a



proton-electron plasma in thermodynamic equilibrium are derived [6],

Vreturn(xi,t) — V}loat{x^t)

•»{l + [/«rf(a;2,<)/Wa:i,*)]}
1/2

noe{xut) -

Vpiaama(xut) =

mp

(1)

where ks is Boltzmann's constant, e is the elementary charge, Api is

the current collection area of probe 1, and mp is the mass of the pro-

ton. A homogeneous assumption permits substitution of Isat(x2,t)

for /aoi(a;i)*) and V/ioat(x3,t) for Vfioat(xi,t), resulting in the more

familiar form of the triple-probe equations. For an inhomogeneous

plasma, the information required to obtain Te(xi,t), noe(xx,i), and

i,t) is not available from the above probe system.

However, biased estimates of the time averaged values of plasma

parameters are available for an inhomogeneous plasma,

[lsat(x2)/Isat{Xl)}}

ln{l+[Tsat(x2)/Lat(xi)]}
r m i1/2

0A9eApl

E{fe(xut)Isat(xi,t)}

Vpia*ma(xi) = + 3.5 [kBfe(xi)/e] (2)



where E{} designates expected value and

G(xi,x2,t) =

If probe 1 and probe 2 are equal area, and all probes have equiv-

alent time averaged CV characteristics, e.g., all probes are on the

same flux surface, then Isat{^2) may be substituted for Isat(
xi) and

Vfioat(x3) may be substituted for V}/0O<(̂ i)- Keeping only the first

RHS term permits low order estimates of Te(xi) and noe(xi). Then,

Vplasma(xi) follows.

Estimates of fluctuating plasma parameters are derived from

the difference of the two equation sets above,

) _ Vreturn(xi,t) - Vfloat{xi,t)

^G(xux2,t)-E{G(x1,x2,t)}

0A9eApl

\Iaat(xut)
[
\
[ lat{Xl) 2 ?.(*,) + j

Vpla,m*{xx,t) = ^ ( x ^ O + ̂ S^afeCsi.tJ/c] (4)

As before, some simplification is available if the time averaged CV

characteristics are all equivalent. Additionally, if an assumption of



negligible temperature fluctuations is made, fe(xi,t) —t 0, then esti-

mates of noe(x2,t) and Vpiaam.a.{xzii) are available from the first RHS

term in the above equations. Without this assumption, satisfactory

estimates of Te(xi,t), hoe(xi,t), and Vpiasma{xi,t) are not available

from the above probe system. However, recent findings suggest that

temperature fluctuations are significant [7, 8, 9, 10].

An estimate of Te(xi, t) is sometimes attempted by substitut-

ing Vfioat(xi,t) with V/ioat(x3,t) and assuming the second RHS term

small. However, it will be shown later that Isat(xi,t) and Isat(x2,t)

carry important information for the estimate of Te(xi,t).

The Time-Domain Triple-Probe Method

The inability of the conventional triple-probe method to obtain reli-

able fluctuation information essentially derives from the attempt to

acquire a single CV characteristic from spatially separated probes

in a turbulent plasma. Plasma inhomogeneity creates error in the

technique. Each of the three probes measures a different plasma and

probes with low impedance between them are affected by plasma

conditions at. both probes. The TDTP method measures six points

on the CV characteristics of two probes, three points on each CV



characteristic. It accounts for plasma inhomogeneity and recog-

nizes that two probes connected by low impedance are affected by

plasma behavior at both probes. The resulting TDTP equations re-

late plasma parameters at one probe to measurements taken at both

probes.

The TDTP method uses logic circuitry to control a set of

MOSFETS which cycle each of two Langmuir-probes through all

three triple-probe states. The potential on each Langmuir-probe

is measured by a high impedance resistive divider. The currents

are measured by a high speed analog fiber optic system. Provided

the cycling frequency is large compared to turbulence bandwidth,

generally < 200 kHz, the Nyquist criterion is met for each state and

a fully time resolved measurement of each state is acquired.

Consider two probes located at positions x\ and x2. The

quantities measured are the ion saturation current density at each

probe, Iaat(xi,t) and Isat(x2,t), floating potentials at each probe,

Vjioat{xi,t) and Vfioat(x2,t), and the current return potential at each

probe, Vreturn(xi,t) and Vreturn{x2,t)- From Langmuir-probe theory,

the plasma parameters at x\ and x-i are obtained. For a proton-



electron plasma in thermodynamic equilibrium [6],

{xm, t) Vreturn(xm, t) - Vjtoat(xm,t)

1/2

^ " " OAQeApm[kBTe(xm,t)\

Vpia3ma{xm,t) = Vfloat(xm,t) + 3.5[kBTe(xm,t)/e] (5)

where m = l,n = 2 o r m = 2,n = l, and Apm is the current collec-

tion area of probe m. Derivation of the above equations places no

requirements on the relative behavior of the plasma at each of the

two probe locations, e.g., no coherence requirement. However, it is

required that both probes have a negative biased sheath at all times

so that only the portion of the CV characteristic where the probe

potential is below the plasma potential is sampled.

Measurements on TEXT-U

Successful implementation of the TDTP method requires settling

times that are short compared to state duration times. Fig. 1 shows

a 30 MHz sampled recording of the potential on probe 1 through

several TDTP cycles, measured at minor radius 28 cm from a top

port on TEXT-U (in the SOL). The discharge consisted of a 21 kG

toroidal field and 200 kA plasma current with the low field side radial

limiter at minor radius 27.5 cm. A 60 Volt bias is used in this low

9
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Figure 1: The potential on one probe through several TDTP cycles is shown.

temperature region. The state duration time is 1 fisec, giving a 250

kHz sampling rate for each state. The TDTP states are apparent;

the floating states, Vfioat{xi,t), are at intermediate potentials to the

high potential, Vreturn(xiyt), and the low potential which draws the

ion saturation current, Iaat(xx,t).

Summing 68 periods together gives an average TDTP cycle

from which the transients can be viewed without the dynamics from

plasma turbulence,

>,(tn + mT) (6)
m=0
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Figure 2: Averaged TDTP cycles show the transients between states. Probe-plasma

equilibrium is indicated by no change of potential with time.

where T is the period and M is the total number of periods. Fig. 2

shows average TDTP cycles for probe positions of 30 cm, 29 cm, and

28 cm minor radius.

A simple model of the transient associated with the transition

from the low biased state to the floating state employs equilibrium

current density relationships from Langmuir-probe theory and the ca-

pacitance relationship. Assume that the only low impedance path to

the probe is the plasma, and that the plasma is quiescent on the time

11



scale of the transient. However, the plasma is allowed to vary period

to period. Then it can be shown that [6]

(Vprobe{tn)) — [Isat/Cp] tn + Vplasma

-E {\kBTe{mT)/e} In {Arg(tn, mT)}} (7)

where Cp is the probe capacitance, and

Arg(tn,mT) = exp { ^ / " ^ j
[ f-e<t>(t0 + mT)\ 1 [mpi1/2]
[eXPl kBTe(mT) j 0.7 UmJ J

e X p { f c T ' T ) ^C *"

where t0 is the transient start time, me is the mass of the electron,

and 4>[t0 + mT) = Vprobe(to + mT) - Vpiasma(mT). Least square error

fits of this expression to the measured transient portion of the average

period yields a ratio of Isat to Cp of 260 V//zsec at a minor radius of

28 cm, 150 V//isec at a minor radius of 30 cm, and a ratio of Isat at

28 cm to Iaat at 30 cm of 1.7. Hence, as seen in Fig. 2, the transient

becomes shorter with decreasing minor radius, due to increasing ion

saturation current. It appears that the transients are short enough to

allow the establishment of a probe-plasma equilibrium for each of the

three required TDTP states.

12



Low density produces small ion saturation currents and long

transients resulting in a maximum minor radius for TDTP operation.

A minimum minor radius of operation for a given switching frequency

results from the tendency of increasing turbulence bandwidth with

smaller radius. Generally, a 1 /xsec state duration (1 MHz switching

frequency) is marginal to unsatisfactory except for some regions of the

SOL. Switching frequencies of 2 MHz and 4 MHz have been used suc-

cessfully in the edge plasma and near SOL.

Evidence of successful estimation of time resolved temperature

fluctuations comes from examination of the coherence and cross-phase

spectra of Te(xi, t) and Te(x2, t). The quantities Vftoat(xi, t), Vjioat(x2, t),

Isat{xi,t), and Isat(x2,t) are direct measurements obtained by demul-

tiplexing the TDTP signal. The time resolved plasma parameters

Te(xi,t) and Te{x2,t) are derived from Eq. 5. Figs. 3 and 4 show the

coherence and cross-phase spectra between V/ioat(xi, t) and V/ioat{x2, t),

Isat(xi,t) and Jsat(x2,t), and fe(xi,t) and fe(x2,t). These data are

taken with probes poloidally separated by 2.8 mm at minor radius 27.5

cm, a switching frequency of 2 MHz, and a bias voltage of 150 Volts.

The coherence spectra are consistent with one another until about 50

kHz where the temperature coherence declines more sharply. The cross-

13
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Figure 3: The coherence spectra for several TDTP quantities are shown.

phase spectra also show good agreement, indicating all quantities (ex-

cept Te(/O), discussed below) propagating in the electron diamagnetic

direction with a velocity of order 1 km/sec.

An illustration of the importance of ion saturation current fluc-

tuations in estimating time resolved temperature fluctuations comes

from examining a lower order estimate of temperature fluctuations.

Consider using only the first RHS term of Eq. 4 as a time resolved

temperature estimate, designated Te(/0)(zm,£). This estimate ignores

Isat(xi,t) and Iaat(x2,t). The coherence and cross-phase spectra be-

14
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Figure 4: The cross-phase spectra for the same quantities are shown.

tween fe(t0)(xi,t) and fe^0)(x2,t) are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for the

same data as the spectra for the other quantities. The coherence be-

tween Te(i0)(xi,t) and Te(io)(x2,t) is somewhat smaller than the coher-

ence between fe(xi,t) and f>
e(x2,i). The cross-phase angle is opposite

polarity to that between Te(xi,t) and Te(x2,t).

For the special case where: 1) all autopower and crosspower

spectra of normalized Te(xi,t), Te(x2,t), Isat(xi,t), and Isat(x2,t) are

equivalent in magnitude, 2) the cross-phase between Te(xi, t) and Te(x2, t),

and Isat(xi,t) and I3at(x2^) are equivalent and equal to Ouif), and

15



3) the cross-phase between Te(xi,t) and iaat{
xui)-> and Te(x2,t) and

Iaat(x2,t) are equivalent and equal to &Ti(f)i i* can be shown that the

cross-phase angle between Te(f0)(x1,i) and Te^o)(x2, t) is [6]

&Teio(xi,r2){j) = arctan< ^ - r > (9)

where

>

+ cos 0Ti(f) [1 - cos 012(/)] / In 2 (10)

Fig. 5 shows 0Teio(xi,x2) as a function of 0^ for certain values of 9TI. The

TDTP method measures small angle values for $TI- Hence, from Eq. 9

and Fig. 5, the values expected for 0Teh(xi,x2) are opposite polarity

to #i2- These results clearly indicate the importance of ISat(xm,t) and

Isat{xn,t) in estimating Te(xm,t), as shown in the second RHS term in

Eq. 4.

Conclusion and Future Work

The TDTP method has been successfully implemented on TEXT-U.

For the edge plasma and much of the SOL, probe-plasma equilibria are

achieved within short state duration times. Transients between TDTP

16
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states are largely dependent on the ratio between ion saturation current

and probe capacitance. Temperature fluctuations have been measured,

and exhibit coherence and cross-phase spectra which are consistent with

floating potential fluctuations and ion saturation current fluctuations.

The ion saturation current must be known concurrently at both probes

in order to obtain a satisfactory time resolved estimate of temperature

at either probe.
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As described in Eq. 5, the TDTP method provides a consider-

able new wealth of information which can be employed in the study of

turbulence and transport. For example, time resolved plasma parame-

ters allow a systematic evaluation of linear and higher order correlation

analyses, including estimates of coherence and phase between different

plasma parameters at a given probe, and the coherence (correlation

length) and phase (local wavenumber) of a given plasma parameter be-

tween two probe locations [11]. Time resolved electron fluid pressure

can be estimated permitting a study of the role of pressure fluctuations

in edge plasma turbulence. Estimates of radial particle flux [12] may be

improved by employing plasma potential and density fluctuation infor-

mation at a single probe, rather than floating potential and ion satura-

tion current fluctuation information from two spatially offset probes.

The TDTP method can also provide transport estimates involving

temperature and pressure fluctuations, such as E{Te(t)VgVpia3ma(t)},

E{n^(t)fc(t)VeVvla3ma{t)}, and E{fe(t)Vepe(t)}; where V* denotes

the poloidal gradient.

These estimates are currently being studied using data collected

in the last few months of TEXT-U operation from experiments designed

to evaluate the performance of the TDTP method. Upon completion

18



of this evaluation, participation in turbulence and transport studies

that can utilize the experimental potential of the TDTP method will

be sought.
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Abstract

We have installed and operated a reciprocating Langmuir/Mach probe to

simultaneously measure parallel and perpendicular plasma flow profiles

along with density, temperature, floating potential profiles and fluctuating

parameters such as fluctuation driven particle flux and wave number on a

single shot. Plasma facing components are made from boron nitride and

the probe tips are 1 mm diameter carbon cylinders. The Mach probe,

designed following the Gundestrup model, has 12 probes arranged in a

circular array. Four Langmuir probes mounted at the front of the Mach

probe array measure floating potential, ion saturation current, and

temperature. The perpendicular flow velocity measurements reduced from

the Mach probe array compare well with the phase velocity measured from

the proud Langmuir probes and the ErXB poloidal rotation.



Introduction

Langmuir probe measurements of edge temperature, density and potential profiles

have been important in the understanding of dynamics and transport in plasma confinement

vessels. Measurements of density, potential and temperature fluctuations have

demonstrated that global particle confinement can be predicted by the fluctuation driven

particle flux1 and the global energy confinement2 at the edge is consistent with the

fluctuation driven energy flux. The cross field transport, driven by electrostatic

fluctuations, is only one part of the local particle balance as flow parallel to the magnetic

field is the major term in the mass conservation equation. To understand the sources and

sinks of energy that drive^ 4 the electrostatic fluctuations in the plasma edge, it may be

necessary to know the mass flow and gradients. Also, momentum transport requires

measurements of parallel flow velocities and their gradients.

Mass flows in the plasma edge have been measured directly by Doppler shift5 of

impurity line radiation, or inferred from potential^ measurements, phase velocity^

measurements, or by Mach^'S probes. The Mach probe technique uses two or more

probes shielded from each other to collect ion current from both the upstream and

downstream directions. The ratio of the upstream and downstream ion saturation currents

is used to compute the flow Mach number, with the assumption of a suitable model. We

are concerned with flows in both the parallel and perpendicular direction so we have

designed a twelve pin array following many of the ideas incorporated in the Gundestrup^

probe.

For a more complete understanding of the plasma flows and turbulence in the

plasma edge we have designed a reciprocating Langmuir/Mach probe array to measure

simultaneously density, temperature, potential, and parallel flow velocity profiles on a

single shot, along with the electrostatic fluctuations which drive perpendicular transport.

The probe was designed to be robust in the harsh plasma environment, and to minimize

impurity influx which could alter or perturb tokamak conditions.



Probe design and measurements

The main objective for the design of the probe array was to find an arrangement of

individual Langmuir probes that could measure the desired quantities, be mounted on a

reciprocating probe drive and scanned beyond the last closed flux surface. The probe

drive limited the total diameter of the probe array to less than 24 mm. Following the

concepts of the Gundestrup design we chose a circular 12 probe array for the plasma flow

measurements, and used a four probe array for measuring thermodynamic quantities and

their fluctuations. The four pin array consisted of a triple probe array and additional

floating potential probe. Figure 1 shows the arrangement of the Mach probes and the four

probe array. The probes were made from 1 mm diameter carbon rods with 2 mm length

exposed to the plasma. All plasma facing components of the probe array were built from

boron nitride to minimize impurity influx into the plasma.

The geometry of the Mach probes is shown in figure 1. The ion saturation current

measured by individual probes in the circular array depends on the particle flow to the

collecting surface. The ion saturation current is given by

where n e is the electron density, Aeff is the effective collection area, y is a dimensionless

factor to relate the mean plasma density to the plasma velocity, and cs is the ion sound

speed given by

'TL±li. (2)c s —•

Various models^"1 1 have been proposed by Stangeby^, Hutchinson1*), and Chung 1 *• to

find y. We have used the model of Chung11 because it allowed us to easily study the effect

of different values of r\j_ /Dj_. We have arbitrarily chosen the ratio of viscosity to

diffusivity to be 0.5 in this analysis. This Mach number predicted by the Chung11

model lies between the Mach numbers proposed by Stangeby^ and Hutchinson1^ for a

given ratio of upstream and downstream currents. The Mach number resulting from a

reduction using the Stangeby^ or Hutchinson1^ models rather than Chung1 ̂  model differs



only in the magnitude of the flow velocity, but not in the shape of the profile. The ratio of

upstream to downstream current is a simple function of the plasma flow velocity, or

equivalently, the Mach number given by

R = W a r n = Yupstream . e x p ( M / ? 3 ) ( 3 )

Mownstream Ydownstream

(3)

where M = v/cs is the flow Mach number. In the limit of small Mach number,

Yupstream =0.35exp[l. l*M*0.50 1 2 7-1 9*M] . (4)

The expression for Ydownstream *s m e s a m e expression as (4) but with M replaced with

-M.

The measured current to a probe is made up of a parallel current,as given by eq (1)

a perpendicular drift current Ij_ = Y±J±Aeffi, and a third term** which accounts for the

diffusion into the flux tube of the entire probe array. Following the model of MacLatchy**

I D = K(l-Y)A e f f l (5)

where K = rp/Lp is the ratio of the radius of the probe to the collection length, chosen to be

0.1. The total current is then given by

I = Isat + I ± + ID . (6)

The effective^ collection area for each probe is given by

Aeff = ^{Rsin(a) + r - max[Rsin(a) - r,s * sin(a - Aa)]} (7)

where a is angle of a probe relative to the local magnetic field, Aa is the angle subtended

by the shielding cavity in the probe array, £ is the probe length, r is the probe radius, R is

the radius of the probe location, and s is the outer radius of the boron nitride probe array.

The effective collection area is critical in determining the direction of the flow, or the

orientation of the magnetic field with respect to the probe head. Measuring both parallel and

perpendicular flow requires at least two sets of Mach probes with different orientation to

the magnetic field. We use the data from the twelve pin array to deduce a best fit to three

parameters, J||, J_|_, and a, the angle of probe relative to magnetic field.



The twelve Mach probes were negatively biased to -200 V, while the four pin array

had one floating double probe with a 180 volt potential difference and two floating potential

probes separated in the poloidal direction. The probe array was scanned 70 mm radially

in a time of order 50 ms to provide profile information on a single shot. The signals were

digitized at a rate of 1 MHz yielding radial spatial resolutions of order 3 mm. The probe

was cleaned during the discharge cleaning of the tokamak.

Results

The experiments were performed on the TEXT-U tokamak (R=1.05 m, a = 0.27 m)

with conditions for the data shown here of B T = 2 T, Ip = 200 kA, and rie = 2.2 x 102 0

m~3 in a deuterium plasma. The probe array was mounted on the top of the tokamak and

moved radially into the plasma. The data was taken shortly after a tokamak vent with

higher impurities which resulted in larger scale lengths than normal operating conditions.

Figure 2 presents a polar plot of the measured ion saturation current for a location just

inside the limiter radius. A least-square fit of the theoretical expected current to the

measurements on each probe, with the variable parameters J||, Jj_, and a, was performed

to obtain the direction and magnitude of the parallel and perpendicular flow. Including a

as a parameter allowed us to offset the effects of a misalignment of the probe array with

respect to the magnetic field direction, which can significantly change the current drawn by

some of the probes. The dotted line in Figure 2 shows the best fit of the ion saturation

current to the measured current. Note that the two probe tips nearly perpendicular to the

magnetic field direction were not used in the fitting. We verified the significance of the fit

to a by a shot to shot rotation of the probe array and found that the angular fitting

parameter changed in agreement with the physical rotation.

A full set of thermodynamic conditions and flows is measured on a single shot

using the reciprocating probe. Typical results are shown in figure 3. The parallel flow

velocity profile, as estimated from the least squared fit to the 10 ion saturation currents, is



displayed in plot G of figure 3, while plot J presents the perpendicular flow velocity profile

resulting from the fit to the ion saturation currents. The direction of the parallel flow is

parallel to B and the current in the plasma edge. The plot J should be compared with plot

D, the power weighted 13 phase velocity of the electrostatic fluctuations, of figure 3. The

shape of the two perpendicular velocity profiles is similar, but with a difference in the

magnitude of flow velocity of about a factor of 1.4. Both techniques show clearly the

change in flow velocity direction at the shear layer^ [r = 0.29m]. Under many

operating conditions, the measured phase velocity is nearly the same as the Er x B rotation

velocity, where E r = -Vr<|>p, indicating that the poloidal plasma flow is a fluid rotation

with a large fluid shear at the point where the radial electric field changes sign. Note also

that for this shot, the parallel flow velocity shot changes direction at the shear layer. Other

first order plasma measurements from the four pin array are shown in figure 3. The power

weighted poloidal wave number^ is shown in plot A. Note that the wave number changes

sign at the shear layer, indicating a change in the direction of the waves past the probe

array. Plot B is the electron density profile while plot C shows the level of density

fluctuations. These data were taken soon after a tokamak vent and have density scale

lengths nearly twice the usual scale length in a clean discharge. The electron temperature

profile, measured by the triple probe 14 technique, is shown in plot E, along with the level

of temperature fluctuations, again using the triple probe technique. The plasma potential,

defined by <t>p = <(>f + 2.0*T, is shown in plots K and L. In addition to the quantities

shown in figure 3, the fluctuation driven particle flux, and fluctuation driven energy flux

can be calculated from this probe data.

Summary and conclusions

We have demonstrated the use of a 12 pin Gundestrup probe for measuring flow

velocity in two directions. The perpendicular flow velocity, as measured by the Mach

probe, was in agreement with the phase velocity of the propagating waves and the E x B

rotation to within a factor of 40%.
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Figure captions.

Figure 1 The probe head used in the measurements

Figure 2 Polar plot of ion saturation current at r = 0.268 m The solid line connects

the measured currents while the dotted line corresponds to the best fit. 0 indicates the

probe tips which were not used in the evaluation since the magnetic field is at grazing

incidence to the probe surface.

Figure 3 Profiles measured on a single shot. (A) poloidal wave number, (B)

electron density, (C) density fluctuations, (D) phase velocity of fluctuations, (E) electron

temperature, (F) temperature fluctuations, (G) parallel flow velocity, (H) floating potential,

(I) floating potential fluctuations, (J) perpendicular flow velocity from Mach probe, (K)

plasma potential, (L) plasma potential fluctuations. For these conditions, the point

limiters were located at r = 0.27 m and the shear layer is at about r = 0.29 m.
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DETERMINATION OF FIELD LINE LOCATION AND SAFETY FACTOR IN

TEXT-U*.

D. L. Winslow, Roger D. Bengtson, B. Richards, and W.A. Craven,

Physics Department and Fusion Research Center, The University of Texas at Austin.

Abstract

Biasing a Langmuir probe to collect electrons creates a magnetic perturbation by drawing

current along a field line. This perturbation propagates along the magnetic field as a shear-Alfve'n

mode and marks the affected field lines with a potential perturbation at the probe sweep frequency.

This technique has been used in TEXT-U edge plasmas to locate a connection between two sensor

probes separated by either 12 m or 28 m along a field line, and this connection has been verified

using magnetic field line tracing codes. The driver probe creates a shadow which spreads in the

poloidal direction with increasing distance parallel to the magnetic field due to both the change of

safety factor with minor radius and collisional effects. Determination of the radial and poloidal

structure of the perturbation down the magnetic field therefore provides a measurement of the

safety factor q as a function of minor radius in the edge. In addition, the technique for locating field

lines has been used to establish a purely parallel connection between two floating probes and

therefore provides a measurement of parallel wavenumber k\\ < 0.1 nr1 and parallel correlation

length /|| > 12 m.



I. Introduction

In a magnetized plasma, perpendicular and parallel turbulence characteristics differ

significantly. Plasma diagnostics often cannot observe parallel turbulence due to the higher

wavenumbers and shorter correlation lengths perpendicular to the magnetic field. In order

to make a measurement of a parallel property of a plasma, two points on the same

magnetic field line must be located. Long parallel correlation lengths require that these

points must by separated by lengths on the order of qR in order to distinguish between

possible sources of turbulence. Previous attempts1'2 to measure parallel characteristics

have depended on computer predictions of the magnetic field to determine when a

connection exists between two probes. It is possible, however, to directly establish a

connection without relying on predictions or measurements of plasma current and position.

A magnetic field line can be identified by marking a region of plasma with an oscillating

potential disturbance and tracking the propagation of that disturbance as it travels along the

field. This technique has been used to identify a parallel connection between Langmuir

probes and other diagnostics (including other Langmuir probes) on the TEXT-U tokamak3.

Once the connection has been established, it can be used to measure edge plasma

parameters such as safety factor, collisionality, parallel correlation length, and parallel

wavenumber.

A swept Langmuir probe biased into electron collection draws a current from the

magnetic flux tube contacting the probe. In the limit where perpendicular transport is

classical, this current will remain primarily aligned with the field until the field line reaches

another limiting surface, or until diffusion provides a sufficient source of electrons from

across the field. A magnetic disturbance will arise due to the current traveling in the flux

tube, and there will also be a perpendicular electric field created by the potential difference

between the background plasma potential and the potential in the disturbed flux tube.

Previous work4-5 >6 has demonstrated that at frequencies below the ion cyclotron frequency,

this disturbance will propagate as a shear-Alfven mode along the local magnetic field. If



effects such as anomalous diffusion are neglected, the perpendicular propagation is limited

to a gradual spread onto neighboring field lines at a rate determined by the ratio of electron

collision frequency ve to perturbation frequency fflin the case where Vg/co> 1, or by the

electron skin depth c/(Ope, where a)pe is the electron plasma frequency, for Vg/co < 1.

II. Description of Experiment

The discharges used for this series of experiments were ohmically heated,

poloidally limited deuterium plasmas with toroidal field Bj= 2 T, plasma current Ip

between 120 and 210 kA, core density ne = 3 x 1013 cnr3, and core temperature Te ~ 1

keV. The limiter radius was 0.27 m, and at the edge ne~5x 1012 cm"3 and Te ~ 10 - 20

eV. Other relevant parameters are the Alfve'n velocity va » 1.4 x 109 cm/s and the electron

collision frequency ve = 3 MHz.

It will be convenient to choose a driver frequency where the signal can be easily

distinguished from background fluctuations in the plasma, and where a significant

perturbation can be created. In order to keep the driver frequency apart from MHD modes

in the frequency spectrum of TEXT-U turbulence, the driven frequency is kept above 10

kHz. Also, restrictions on electronics and impedance matching make frequencies below

100 kHz desirable, so the majority of perturbation experiments take place at a somewhat

arbitrary 30 kHz. At this frequency, the value of v^/ons approximately 15 and collisional

effects are expected to dominate the damping of the driven perturbation. This will lead to

critical damping of the disturbance in much less than the undamped Alfven wavelength X

= v a / / « 5 0 0 m .

The driven signal can be detected with either magnetic probes or floating potential

probes provided it has an amplitude larger than the background fluctuations at the chosen

frequency. For experiments performed on the TEXT-U tokamak, B « 1 gauss. The driven

current required to create a perturbation of this magnitude at a distance of 2 cm from the

perturbed region is approximately 1 ampere. Using an electrostatic potential probe to detect



the disturbance requires that the potential change created by the driver probe must be larger

than the turbulent potential fluctuations. In TEXT-U edge plasmas, a driver probe must

create a potential swing larger than the 5 volt background floating potential fluctuations.

The probe used to drive the perturbation was originally designed for turbulence

feedback studies7-8. It consists of three poloidally separated molybdenum driver tips, each

of which extend 1 cm radially and have a diameter of 0.25 cm (figure 1). Two smaller

passive tips measure floating potential. All tips are shielded at their base by a ceramic

insulator and are located in a steel sleeve on a reciprocating probe drive. For the

experiments detailed here, perturbations are driven with only the middle driver tip using an

RF amplifier capable of delivering 500 W power at frequencies between 7 and 250 kHz

and coupled with an impedance matching network. To drive large currents within the

restrictions of the normal probe I-V characteristic, the probe is given a DC bias of 60 V as

referenced to vessel ground. This keeps the probe primarily in the linear portion of the

Langmuir probe characteristic. During a typical 30 kHz experiment, the probe voltage

oscillates between 0 and 120 volts, with a driven current of 0 to 15 amperes. It has been

observed that raising the driven current through the use of a DC bias causes a significant (~

10%) perturbation in plasma density throughout the affected flux tube, and so may lead to

changes in local turbulence, but no global effects have been observed.

Perturbations can be detected by triple probe arrays9 located at the same radial

location as the driver and 12 m or 28 m away along the magnetic field. Sweeping the

plasma current allows the field lines perturbed by the driver to be moved poloidally relative

to these probes, providing a measure of the disturbance in the poloidal direction (figure 2).

Triple probes detect both floating potential and ion saturation current, and if no significant

temperature perturbation can be attributed to the driven signal, the variation of floating

potential with plasma current measures the poloidal electric field and the ion saturation

current measures electron density. In addition, the driven signal has been observed with H a

light monitors10 and magnetic probes. The total current path from the driver to ground has



been located by measuring the current passing through the each of the three poloidal rail

limiters to ground using Rogowski coils. Between fifty and ninety percent of the original

30 kHz current has been found at the limiters, with the distribution changing in

correspondence to the proximity of the perturbed field lines to each of the limiters. This

implies that the connection between the driver and the vessel ground is primarily along the

field rather than perpendicular to it. The remainder of the current is assumed to travel to the

inside wall of the machine, which acts as a fourth limiting surface.

III. Data Analysis

The amplitude and phase of driven potential fluctuations at the sensor probes are

separated from background turbulent fluctuations by performing a complex demodulation

of the sensor probe signal at the driver frequency11 >12>13. Complex demodulation consists

of multiplying the raw time series data by e-i<at where ©is the carrier (driven) frequency.

This shifts the frequency spectrum of the time series by -<Q. The resulting time series is

convolved with a low pass filter with a passband Aco larger than the bandwidth of the

perturbation, resulting in a complex time series which contains both the amplitude and

phase of that part of the original time series which was in the frequency range (O±Aco. With

this technique there are no losses of observed power due to dividing the data into frequency

bins as would occur with a Fourier transform of the data, so the processed data represents

the actual amplitude of the raw data. Also, complex demodulation does not require data that

is stationary in time. The phase shift between the driver and receiver is obtained by

performing a demodulation of data measured at each probe and subtracting the phases.

For each radial position of the receiver, two or three 'identical' tokamak shots were

taken to account for possible shot-to-shot variations. Figure 3 shows the amplitude of the

30 kHz signal at the two sensor probes when the driver and sensor probes are at 27 cm and

the plasma current is slowly increased. This change in plasma current causes only slight

modifications of edge parameters, and the magnetic field structure at the edge is assumed



to react immediately. The amplitude of the perturbation at each of the sensors at the driving

frequency can be seen to vary with plasma current, and peaks at a different current for each

of the probes. Error bars indicate the amplitude of background turbulence in the same

frequency range. Additional systematic error may be attributed to variations in plasma

density and position, but this can be accounted for by comparison between shots.

The form of the shadow is mapped out in three dimensions: in the parallel direction

by the two far sensors, in the poloidal direction by the plasma current ramp, and in the

radial direction by moving the sensor probe position between shots. By combining results

from several different radial positions of a sensor probe, the two-dimensional

perpendicular shape of the disturbed region can be determined. Figure 4 is a contour plot of

the potential disturbance at the sensor located 12 m from the driver when the driver is

located at 26.5 cm. Effects of diffusive processes on the driven current have caused the

perturbation to grow to over 5 cm poloidal width (full width at half maximum) and at least

2 cm radial width. The poloidal extent of the shadow at the 28 m sensor is about 12 cm,

implying that the spread is approximately linear with distance from the driver.

A model of the magnetic field can be produced by measuring all field-producing

external currents, as well as the plasma current and the plasma position. The field line

tracing code14'15 used for comparison with these measurements models the plasma current

as a single filament at the plasma center and calculates the total field produced by all

currents. Predictions of the code have been marked in figure 4. Discrepancies between the

measured center of the disturbance at a far probe and the predicted location of the magnetic

field line may be due to currents flowing outside of the limiter radius, uncertainties in

plasma position and plasma current measurements, or poloidal flow of the plasma.

However, if the perturbation rotates with the poloidal flow velocity of the plasma, the

transit time between probes separated by 12 m at the Alfven velocity is about 2 |is, and the

poloidal rotation rate is less than 5 x 105 cm/s, so the maximum effect of the poloidal

rotation is an error of less than 0.4 cm in the poloidal location of the disturbance peak.



Given the possible sources of error in the magnetic field line code, the similarity between

the predicted location of the perturbed flux tube and the measured peak in the potential

disturbance can be taken as further evidence that the driven signal propagates directly along

the field.

The location of the peak signal as a function of radius and plasma current can be

used to evaluate the safety factor q in the edge plasma. The safety factor should depend

only on the current distribution in the plasma, and in the case where measurements are

made outside the last closed flux surface, neglecting toroidal effects,

« = RBe2Ip R
(1)

where r is the minor radius, R is the major radius, B$ is the toroidal magnetic field, and BQ

is the poloidal field, which will depend only on plasma current Ip and minor radius for a

current distribution symmetric around the plasma center. In the cylindrical approximation,

the connection between two probes will always occur at the same value of q. Calculating q

using equation (1) and experimental values for r and Ip reveals that the experimental safety

factor at which connection occurs increases with minor radius, so the cylindrical

approximation does not appear to be accurate even in the edge region where it is assumed

no currents flow. The field line tracing code, which takes toroidal effects into account, does

not predict the observed dependence of the experimental value of q on minor radius. A

summary of the measured and predicted values of q is given in table I .

An immediate use of a parallel connection between two Langmuir probes is the

measurement of parallel turbulence characteristics. By establishing a large coherence

between the driver and the sensor probes and then using the driver probe as a sensor, the

parallel correlation length and wavenumber in TEXT-U have been determined. When the

driver as well as the receiver monitor floating potential, the peak coherence between the

probes separated by 12 m reaches 0.6 for a minor radius of 28 cm and 0.4 for a minor .

radius of 27 cm. If a correlation length is defined to be the distance over which the



coherence between two points falls to 1/e, the correlation length can be estimated to be l\\ >

18 m at r = 28 cm and /|| > 12 m at r =27 cm. For a probe separation of 28 m, no

significant correlation of background fluctuations between the probes was established, but

this may just be due to interference from the limiters. The driven signal also has not been

detected traveling along the field line in the opposite direction at the 12 m probe, and the

field line tracing code confirms that no connection between the probes exists at the plasma

currents used. The effects of poloidal rotation and perpendicular propagation of the

turbulence prevent an accurate measurement of the parallel wavenumber, but a maximum

value can be established. At maximum coherence, the power-weighted phase shift between

the two probes has been measured to be less than one radian, which implies an average k\\

<0.1 m-1, Along with the long correlation length, this demonstrates that turbulent

structures extend for a distance along a field line which is much greater than qR.

IV., Conclusions

An agreement has been found between computer predictions and measurements of

magnetic field structure in the plasma edge where little or no current flows. Similar

experiments could be performed further into the core plasma to provide a better test of

field-line prediction codes and to illustrate the effects of collision rates and anomalous

diffusion on the damping and spread of the perturbation. Another test of the accuracy of

such predictions would involve marking flux tubes in a stochastic region created in an

applied resonant field experiment16 or near the separatrix of a diverted plasma and

observing the effects of magnetic diffusion17.

Several experiments can be devised which use the technique of marking a field line

to determine a correlation between sample volumes of different diagnostics. On TEXT-U,

attempts have been made to correlate probe potential and saturation current measurements

with radiated power in order to determine the phase relation between temperature, density,

and radiated power. This could be used to determine the importance of various turbulence

8



drives. The long parallel correlation length of turbulent fluctuations in the edge plasma

enables two diagnostics separated by a large physical distance to look at effectively the

same sample volume if a perturbation created at one of the two can be correlated with a

measurement at the second. A similar technique can be used to evaluate the field line

structure around the separatrix of a diverted plasma. Divertor tile probes in the region of the

strike point can be used either to create a perturbation or to look for a perturbation created

elsewhere in the plasma. This can help establish the location of the private region and

therefore the separatrix, and could determine the effectiveness of the separatrix as a barrier

for potential fluctuations.
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Captions

Figure 1: The driver probe. Tips LI, L2, and L3 can be used to drive up to 10 A of AC

current at frequencies between 7 and 250 kHz and up to 6 A of DC current. SI and S2 are

passive tips with a 0.05 cm diameter and a 0.25 cm length. The magnetic field points out

of the page.

Figure 2: Diagram of probe and field line position for minor radius r=28 cm and plasma

current Ip = 180 kA.

Figure 3: Amplitude of the floating potential disturbance at 30 kHz for the 12 m and 28 m

sensor probes at r=27 cm during a plasma current ramp. At the 12 m probe, a 1 kA change

in plasma current moves a flux tube 0.3 cm in the poloidal direction.

Figure 4: Contour plot of the 30 kHz potential disturbance at the 12 m sensor probe Each

contour represents 0.5 V. Peaks in the experimental data are marked by circles and the field

line locations predicted by a computer code are marked with an 'X'.

Table I: A comparison between the cylindrical values of q calculated using experimental

and predicted values of the plasma current at which a connection between the probes

occurs.
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Figure 1, Winslow et al, Rev. Sci. Instrum.
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Figure 2, Winslow et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum.
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Figure 3, Winslow et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum.
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Figure 4, Winslow et al.t Rev. Sri. Instrum.
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Table I, Winslow et al, Rev. Sci. Instrum.

Radius
29
28.5
28
27.5
27
26.5

From Experiment
ID,(kA)
185±1
172
171
169
167
163

q
4.3±0.1
4.5
4.4
4.3
4.2
4.1

From Code
IBl(kA)
186±1
178
172
170
164
159

q
4.3±0.1
4.3
4.4
4.2
4.2
4.2
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A novel wide bandwidth, low cost, 20 channel hybrid Schottky diode mixer array-based

imaging system has been developed, tested and implemented for electron cyclotron emission

(ECE) diagnostics on TEXT-U. The array has been successfully utilized to measure 1 -D and 2-D

electron temperature profiles, to study sawteeth and MHD phenomena, and to make detailed

measurements of the poloidal/radial correlation lengths and wavenumber spectra of electron

temperature fluctuations. Fabrication and laboratory chacterization results are presented,

together with details and test results from the actual implementation on TEXT-U.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of spatially resolved electron temperature fluctuations are essential in

understanding both turbulent transport and the comcomitant confinement since electron heat

transport in tokamaks is anomalously large, and appears to be driven by turbulent fluctuations.1

Electron cyclotron emission (ECE) imaging is a method whereby 2-D images of large amplitude



coherent temperature fluctuations as well as 2-D electron temperature profiles of tokamak

plasmas may be obtained. Up to the present, measurements of electron temperature fluctuations

in major tokamak experiments have remained difficult. The primary motivations of the ECE

imaging diagnostic are to perform high spatial and time resolution, two-dimensional

measurements of electron temperature profiles and temperature fluctuations of tokamak plasmas,

which can provide an improved understanding of the physics processes such as confinement and

transport.

A previous heterodyne ECE radiometer system on TEXT-U2 employed a single channel

radiometer for 1-D imaging (LO of 108 GHz), using three frequency bands with lenses at three

radial locations for a total of nine different focal positions in the plasma. The IF of 2-18 GHz is

then divided into four equal-width frequency bands by a multiplexer. The overall bandwidth of

the system ranges from 95-130 GHz. This system provides multi-channel temperature

information along a single radial chord near the midplane of the plasma. For tokamak plasmas,

however, important information such as poloidal correlation lengths and dispersion relation of

the primarily poloidal temperature fluctuations can only be determined from poloidal correlation

measurements. Such correlation measurements are not possible with a single radial chord

system.

For our implementation, a low cost, hybrid, planar 20 channel imaging array system was

developed for 2-D high resolution ECE radial and poloidal imaging. Sample volumes of the

imaging array are aligned vertically in the plasma, making the system an ideal instrument for

poloidal correlation measurements. At the heart of the system is a hybrid imaging array which

integrates beam-lead Schottky diodes with planar antenna elements. The motivation for pursuing

the planar array implementation over an array of separate waveguide components was to reduce

the costs of system development and installation. The system images 2nd harmonic electron

cyclotron emission from a one-dimensional layer of the plasma into a linear imaging array; by

sweeping the local oscillator (LO) frequency, a two-dimensional image of the plasma can be

obtained. In our system, both a backward wave oscillator (BWO, 90 - 119 GHz) and Gunn

oscillator (89-99 GHz) were used as the LO source.



The full imaging system implemented on TEXT-U incorporated the array with imaging

optics, extensive shielding, and output signal processing hardware. The primary goal for the

system optics was to achieve as tight a focal spot size (as high a resolution) as possible, given

mechanical constraints from the tokamak port size. A wide range of measurement results were

obtained from the TEXT-U implementation, including 2-D images of the plasma electron

temperatures during MHD and sawteeth activity.

n. IMAGING SYSTEM

A. Hybrid Imaging Array

A 20 channel hybrid linear mixer antenna array was designed and fabricated for use at

frequencies between 90 and 120 GHz. The array elements for this array were planar slot bow-tie

(SBT) antennas with T/O Device beam-lead Schottky diodes (cutoff frequency of -1.8 THz)

integrated at the antenna feed points. The basic mask design for the hybrid design is shown in

Fig. 1. This design is both simpler and more efficient than the previous Yagi-Uda array design3.

Without the need for an external balun (the slot bow-tie is an unbalanced design which can be

output in a coplanar waveguide (CPW) mode), the entire design was fabricated with only one

mask level. Furthermore, the slot bow-tie antenna provides wider IF and RF bandwidths.

Radio frequency (RF) signals can be detected directly as video signals, or can be measured in

the heterodyne mode by mixing the collected radiation with a local oscillator (LO) signal fed

optically from the reverse side. Incident radiation from the plasma is coupled into the substrate

side through a hyper-hemispherical substrate lens which, when combined with an objective lens,

allows collimated radiation to focus efficiently onto the array elements. The substrate lens also

serves to reduce losses due to propagation of substrate modes, as power tends to radiate into the

substrate.4

The array elements were aligned such that the E-field was oriented along the horizontal axis

in Fig. 1. This alignment was chosen so that each channel of the array would have a different

sample volume location along the plasma, giving the imaging system the unique capabilities of

both 2-D imaging of Te and its fluctuations, and poloidal/radial cross correlation measurements.

B. Shielding



Electrical shielding was achieved by enclosing the arrays within specially designed

aluminum shielding boxes. Dichroic plates, made of 0.64 cm thick aluminum with hole sizes of

0.20 cm diameter and 0.25 cm spacing, were placed on both sides of the shielding box. The

plates, with a measured cut-off frequency of 85 GHz, act as highpass filters which optically

couple the RF and LO radiation to the array while at the same time preventing 60 GHz ECH

power from entering the shielding boxes. The measured dichroic plate response is shown in Fig.

2, indicating a low frequency rejection >25 dB.

The IF amplifier and filter chain were also enclosed within a shielding box to prevent

extraneous noise from affecting the measurements. Fans were placed within the box to provide

cooling for the amplifiers.

C. Output Signal and Signal Processing Hardware

A schematic of the IF output and video detection system is shown in Fig. 3. Components in

the dashed box were connected to perform auto-correlation measurements. Splitting the signal

from one of the array channels and filtering them by two sets of disjoint bandpass filters, the

resulting auto correlation measurements will give the root-mean-square value, as well as the

spectral density of the temperature fluctuations.

IF signals exit the shielding box via SMA cables, which connect each channel to low noise IF

amplifiers (40 dB gain, 3 dB noise figure). Bandpass filters, with a passband of 100 to 300 MHz,

allow each channel to collect DSB radiation from a 400 MHz (-2.0 cm) wide region of the

plasma centered on the LO frequency. This signal is then fed into a low frequency

detector/video amplifier circuit, which can provide x50 or xlOO voltage gain. Finally, the signal

is fed though a lowpass filter (mechanical switch selectable to have a 3 dB corner frequency of

20 kHz or 200 kHz), before going to a digitizer input.

D. Laboratory System Test Characterization

Initial test characterization of a single channel element of the array has shown 3 dB video

bandwidths in excess of 20 % with a maximum video response of -500 V/W. The video

response as a function of RF frequency is shown in Fig. 4. A lowest single sideband (SSB)

conversion loss of 9±1 dB was measured at 94 GHz. Variation of the estimated conversion loss



with changing LO power is shown in Fig. 5. It is evident that a substantial amount of LO power

(-2.0 mW) is required per element in order to achieve an optimum conversion loss of -10 dB.

This in turn requires both a high power LO source and an array inter-element spacing as tight as

possible for the most efficient utilization of LO power. A novel, staggered element array (see

Fig. 1) design has been employed so that antenna elements are as close as possible, while

maintaining sufficient separation between IF sections for reduced inter-channel crosstalk. The

channel separation has been chosen to correspond to a system optics design which incorporates

both a substrate and objective lens.

The system imaging optics were composed of a pair of high density polyethylene focusing

lenses which, together with the hyper-hemispherical lens placed next to the array, form an image

of the plasma onto the array. Utilizing ray tracing techniques, the focal lengths and positioning

of these lenses were designed to direct parallel rays separated by 1.3 cm in the object plane (i.e.

plasma) onto each individual array element. The calculated spot size within the plasma for these

imaging optics was determined from Gaussian optics techniques to be -1.0-1.2 cm. The

physical spacing between adjacent channels in the array was 0.254 cm. The sizes of the actual

lenses employed in the final ECE imaging system were 45.72 x 25.4 cm (focal length of 90.44

cm) and 40.64 x 25.4 cm (focal length of 42.37 cm). These lenses were cut from spherical

lenses, and further reduced to fit within the physical dimensions of the TEXT-U port. Figure 6

shows simulated ray tracing results which indicate the line of view of the edge channels of the

array. Figure 7 shows a comparison of the calculated beam width (using Gaussian optics) in

plasma and in free space, indicating the refractive effects due to density on the ECE beam waist

size; the calculation shows that the Gaussian beam in the plasma has nearly the same beam waist

with a shifted location. For this simulation, the line averaged electron density is 2xlO13 cm"3,

plasma current is 200 kA, center toroidal magnetic field is 20 kG, and the wave frequency is 100

GHz (X,=3 mm).

An initial laboratory test of the complete imaging system (as described above) was

performed to determine the system imaging characteristics. Figure 8 shows the measured

response for a number of channels on the imaging array. Laboratory tests showed that the 1/e



spot size at the focal plane ranged from 0.9 cm to 1.1 cm, with the channel spacing in the plasma

ranging from 1.0 cm to 1.6 cm, results which are consistent with the optical design predictions.

Note that in Fig. 8, the vertical coordinate of every channel is scaled for comparison purposes

and data is presented for three typical channels.

III. TEXT-U IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

After system calibration and testing were completed, the 20 channel hybrid array system was

used to image electron cyclotron emission from the TEXT-U plasma. Figure 9 shows the

schematic of the TEXT-U ECE entire imaging system. The TEXT-U imaging system was

mounted on a tower which could be translated in the horizontal dimension (final modifications

allowed the system to be translated a maximum of 36 cm). This allowed the system to focus the

beam waist near the plasma emission layer of interest. An 89-99 GHz mechanically tunable

Gunn Oscillator or a 90-119 GHz Backward Wave Oscillators (BWO) was used as the LO

source. As the plasma emission is highly localized as a function of frequency, sweeping the LO

frequency across the characteristic range of frequencies for 2nd harmonic X-mode emission

allows each array element to horizontally scan through the plasma. Thus, the 1-D array was able

to form a 2-D image of the electron temperature and electron temperature fluctuations once per

sweep. For a fixed tower position and sweeping the BWO over its full 90-119 GHz frequency

range, a 21 cm range along the major radius of the plasma was covered. For this case, the spatial

resolution was sacrificed away from the beam waist; from Fig. 7, the maximum beam width

increased to 2.4 cm a distance 10.5 cm from the beam waist. In addition, the BWO frequency

was kept fixed in time so that correlation techniques5 could be employed to observe fine scale

microturbulence along a vertical chord (of constant magnetic field strength B) of the plasma.

Relative channel response was calibrated by translating the plasma a distance (4 cm) greater than

the interchannel spacing (1.3 cm).

The system noise temperature for operation of the complete system on TEXT-U with all 20

channels biased (thus greatly reducing incident LO power and significantly increasing system

noise temperature) was measured to be ~10^ K. The actual incident power per diode for these

measurements was estimated to be -0.3 mW. For actual measurements on TEXT-U, the plasma



temperature was >100 eV and ~1 keV at the center. Even for electron temperatures as low as

50 eV, this corresponds to a signal to noise ratio (S/N) of >110 for our system, considering the

video (20 kHz) and IF (400 MHz) bandwidths mentioned above.

Extensive data were collected using the full imaging system on TEXT-U; A few

representative results are included in Figs. 10 and 11, which show two-dimensional reconstructed

electron temperature profiles during tearing mode and sawteeth activity, respectively.
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Figure captions

Figure 1. Mask overview of the 20 channel ECE imaging array.

Figure 2. Measured dichroic plate insertion loss as a function of frequency.

Figure 3. IF output and video detection system block diagram.

Figure 4. Measured video responsivity of a single channel slot bow-tie mixer/antenna element as

a function of RF frequency.

Figure 5. Measured conversion loss at 94 GHz of a single channel slot bow-tie mixer/antenna

element as a function of LO incident power.

Figure 6. Ray tracing results showing the sightlines of the edge channels of the imaging array.

Figure 7. Gaussian beam width variation as a function of the normalized radius r/a (a = 27 cm)

in the plasma and in free space.

Figure 8. Measured system spot size for three channels of the imaging array.

Figure 9. Schematic of the TEXT-U ECE imaging array system implementation.

Figure 10. Reconstructed electron temperature profiles during sawtooth activity.

Figure 11. Reconstructed electron temperature profiles during tearing mode instability.
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First Results from the Phase Contrast
Imaging System on TEXT-U

R. Chatterjee, G. A Hallock

The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712

ABSTRACT

A Phase Contrast Imaging (PCI) diagnostic with a vertical beam covering the central third of the

plasma was successfully operated to study density fluctuations in the TEXT-U tokamak. The

diagnostic had a wavenumber range of 0.5 cm"* - 12 cm"*, a bandwidth of 500 KHz and a

sensitivity of about 10*0 cm"3. We present the optical design of the system and discuss three

calibration techniques. We compare density fluctuation spectra obtained with spectra from

Langmuir probes at the edge and the HIBP diagnostic in the core of the plasma. This provides

evidence that the PCI diagnostic is sensitive to both edge and core turbulence.



INTRODUCTION

Loss of plasma confinement in a tokamak is thought to be primarily due to anomalous transport

caused by the presence of microturbulence. Identifying the characteristics of these omnipresent

fluctuations may help in understanding plasma transport. The primary purpose of the TEXT-U

tokamak was to study plasma turbulence and confinement. Several diagnostics were used to

investigate plasma density fluctuations, including Langmuir probes at the edge of the plasma and

the Heavy Ion Beam Probe (HIBP) that could access the core of the plasma. The Phase Contrast

Imaging (PCI) diagnostic [1] was installed on TEXT-U in Fall 1995 to measure turbulent density

fluctuations. It used a 25 Watts CO2 laser to illuminate the plasma and a focal plane filter to produce

an image of the plasma electron density fluctuations on a detector array. Fourteen HgCdTe

detectors in a linear array were used to achieve a spatial resolution of 2 mm across the beam. The

diagnostic had a low wavenumber cutoff of 0.5 cm'1 given by the width of the beam and a high

wavenumber cutoff of 12 cm"1 given by the spatial resolution. The bandwidth was limited to 500

KHz by the digitzers available and the sensitivity was found to be 1010 cm3, for a 25 cm radius

plasma. After a discussion of the optical design principles and test results we will compare

fluctuation spectra obtained with those of an edge Langmuir probe and a HIBP measurement in the

core.

OPTICAL DESIGN AND LAYOUT

The design of the PCI diagnostic involved careful optimization of the optics. PCI shared a port

with the TEXT-U FIR interferometer where a special vacuum flange with a polyethylene window

for the far-infrared beam and a set of three ZnSe windows for the PCI beam were installed, o.

The polyethylene window accommodated a beam 60 cm wide and the ZnSe windows each had a

clear aperture of 18 cm by 1.55 cm. Individual O-ring seals were made between each window and

the flange and a shutter was incorporated to protect the windows during boronization of the

tokamak. In addition to the diffraction constraints imposed by the windows, we desired to

eliminate astigmatism so as to keep the beam width at the phase plate smallest possible and to keep



focusing sharp for all radial beam sizes. We were also limited by the space available on the optical

breadboards on which all the optics including the laser were mounted to minimize vibration

problems.

The optical design was based on transformations of the Gaussian waist of the laser beam [2]. We

produced a highly elliptical Gaussian beam waist in the plasma equatorial plane with its major

radius, along which the diagnostic is sensitive to fluctuations, in the tokamak major radial

direction. To accomplish this, starting with a circular laser beam diameter of 3.28 mm, we used a

set of cylindrical mirrors for secondary mirrors in a telescopic arrangement. For the primary

mirror, we used a commercial parabolic telescope mirror that could collimate the widest (15 cm)

beam and had a focal length of 203 cm. The expansion layout allowed beam sizes to be changed

from 3 to 15 cm with replacement and translation of one cylindrical optic on an optical rail. Fig. 1

shows a schematic of the layout for the beam expansion set. To obtain maximum magnification

from the parabolic mirror (Ml) it was placed a focal length from the plasma equatorial plane. The

choice of a focal length for the cylindrical mirror (M2) to produce a diffraction limited Gaussian

waist at the plasma center then sets the distance between the laser and the parabolic mirror. In the

radial direction, a cylindrical mirror (M3) of suitable focal length was placed within this distance to

produce the desired waist at the plasma center, thereby eliminating astigmatism. A minimum

distance between the laser and the first focusing optical element had to be kept so that Gaussian

beam transformation formulae were valid.

Changing the focal length of the radial optic (M3) and its placement changed the beam size in the

plasma while always keeping the beam free of astigmatism. Additionally, we constrained the

optimization by requiring that we were able to produce beam sizes between 3 cm and 15 cm with

readily available commercial optics. All 2.5 or 5 cm diameter copper optics were used where the

beam power density is high, to keep beam distortion due to thermal expansion of the optics low. It

was noticed that the use of any glass substrate mirrors at these locations adversely affected the

quality of the wavefront. A 3 mW, 637 nm diode laser was integrated into the CO2 laser head



such that its output was collinear with the 10.6 (xm beam. It was obvious from the distortion of the

diode laser beam that the glass substrate optics caused a change in the magnification and alignment

of the system when the CO2 beam was turned on. Once the optics were allowed to warm up the

system was stable for the whole day. We implemented a modular design with most of the optics in

delrin boxes to minimize the effect of air currents that were noticed to produce adverse effects on

the wavefront in sidelab tests.

We used a copper mirror (M4) placed at the focal point of the collimating parabolic mirror to scan

beam across the window between shots. The beam could be translated in the major radial

directionby simply rotating this mirror. Since the beam always stayed focused on the phase plate,

no realignment was needed except for translation of the detectors. With the scan of the beam and

movement of the plasma, greater than 50% of the plasma could be imaged, using the central

window.

ZnSe windows with anti-reflection coatings and total wavefront distortion of 1/20* of a

wavelength of the CO2 beam were used on the tokamak. The beam emerging from the tokamak

was focused onto the phase plate by a parabolic mirror and then imaged onto the detectors by a

single lens. The receiver set design was done with each optic at a focal length from the object and

image planes. This afocal design allows the receiver set to be treated as a set of Fourier optics and

is consistent with the treatment of the theory of the PCI diagnostic where the image at the focal

plane of the first optic after the plasma is assumed to be the Fourier transform of the image in the

plasmaThe receiver optical design imaged a 3 cm beam across 14 adjacent detectors on a 64

element array and a 15 cm beam on to all of them, producing a signal proportional to the density

fluctuation. Since only 14 of the photo-conductive HgCdTe detectors were used because of limited

number of electronics, these were scanned across the 15 cm beam. A movable mirror inserted in

front of the detectors was used to divert the beam to a power meter between shots.

The phase plate is a focal plane filter that brings the diffracted part of the beam in phase with the

undiffracted part [1]. As shown in Fig. 1 the phase plate has an anti-reflection coated ZnSe



substrate that is coated with gold except in a narrow V-shaped groove where the undiffracted beam

is focused. The width of the groove changes from 3 mm to 200 \im. The phase plate could be

translated in the direction of the groove to adjust the contrast and the lower wavenumber cutoff.

The V-shaped groove allowed a single phase plate to be used with all the beam sizes. Eliminating

astigmatism was necessary to minimize the size of the focal spot in the direction parallel to the

groove. This was essential to keep the reflected undiffracted power off the phase groove small and

to be able to ignore the slant of the edge of the groove.

TESTS AND CALIBRATION OF PCI

The PCI system was tested and calibrated in a sidelab using an optical setup that was similar to the

one on TEXT-U. Calibration was performed by modulating the phase of the CO2 laser beam. In

the standard technique proposed by Weisen [3], a 40 KHz resonant tweeter radiates acoustic waves

across the beam. The refractive index change in air due to these waves is inferred from pressure

changes measured by a calibrated microphone. This technique provides an absolute calibration of

the diagnostic. However, the integration length of the density change along the beam has to be

estimated for this technique to work. Another disadvantage is that the slow speed of sound in air

and the 12 cm1 wavenumber limit of PCI [1] limits the frequency used to well below the 100's

KHz range that's of interest in plasma turbulence. We used this technique to calibrate PCI in our

sidelab [l]as its simplicity makes it useful for focusing and aligning the diagnostic.

The problem of estimating the integration length of the acoustic field may be overcome by using an

acoustic chamber. The advantage of this method is that the distance between the windows

determines an unambiguous integration length. A rectangular cavity (20 cm x 7 cm x 7 cm) was

built out of stainless steel which incorporated two ZnSe windows with 15 cm x 2.5 cm clear

aperture. The cavity was excited by a 40 KHz tweeter placed inside and had a small port to probe

the acoustic field with a 1/8" diameter calibrated microphone that could then be used to tune the

cavity to resonance. Fig. 2 shows the S(k,f) of the signals obtained from this technique. This

technique had the practical difficulty that the cavity mode structure determines the distance between



the nodes and the variation of the sound amplitude, which are difficult to measure directly. We also

built an acousto-optic phase modulator using a ZnSe window to calibrate the diagnostic in the

higher frequency range. A piezo-electric crystal attached to the side of a ZnSe window was used to

excite resonant acoustic waves within the window. The refractive index fluctuations caused by

these waves were imaged onto the detectors. Because the speed of sound in ZnSe is 3.1 Km/sec,

low wavenumbers, similar to plasma turbulence, are obtainable in the ultrasonic frequency range.

The integration length is extremely well defined and the phase modulation is small enough not to

cause beam deflection. Fig. 3 shows the S(k,f) obtained while exciting the modulator at a

frequency of 251 Khz, corresponding to a wavenumber of 5 cm"1.

OPERATION ON TEXT-U AND EXPERIMENTALRESUITS

We first operated PCI with a vertical 3.2 cm wide beam that was scanned+7.5 cm around the

major radius, between shots. This configuration, with a low wavenumber cutoff of 1.8 cm'1 and

2 mm channel, spacing was expected to be optimal to resolve high wavenumber modes in the

plasma. Extensive tests proved that there were no vibrations of the optics large enough to move the

beam out of the phase plate groove. However, a small vibration of the optical tower at low

frequencies (500-1000 Hz) caused by equipment in the area led to a large modulation of the signals

which saturated the digitizers and made it difficult to maintain the low wavenumber cutoff. We then

found that a 15 cm wide beam, with a low k cut-off at 0.5 cnr 1 and the same channel spacing, was

better for observing the turbulence because of its reduced sensitivity to misalignment at the phase

plate due to vibration of the optics. Since there was no evidence of detector saturation, the signal

was high pass filtered at 2 KHz to remove the residual modulation.

We calibrated PCI shot to shot by turning on the tweeter, shown in Fig. 1 , for 2 ms during the

digitizing period. Fig. 5 shows the spectrum in the wavenumber-frequency domain, S(k,f),

obtained by taking an FFT of the two dimensional array of the time series of 14 detectors. The

peaks at 40 Khz and k=7.5 cm1 are from the propagation of the acoustic wave across the beam.

The direction of propagation is clear from the appearance of the peaks in the second and fourth



quadrants. This established our ability to measure wavenumbers without the need of a vibration

compensation system. The other peaks in Fig. 4 are due to plasma fluctuation signals.

We first present results of the analysis of data taken with the detectors positioned between p=0.27

and p=0.5 as shown in Fig. 5. The plasma conditions were BT = 21.6 KGauss, Ip=200 KAmps,

and ne - 3 X 1013 cm'3. The plasma was shifted radially in by 3 cm and the top, bottom and

outside limiters were at 27 cm. The solid line in Fig. 6 shows the auto-power spectrum of the

signal obtained from a single detector and the dashed line is the spectrum obtained after a

disruption when the plasma has disappeared but the tokamak power supplies are operational (shots

230106 and 230107 respectively). The dashed line represents the noise of the system including

laser shot noise, electronic noise and vibrations. The signal to noise ratio is seen to be better than

two orders of magnitude in some parts of the spectrum. Two bumps in the spectrum at 70 KHz

and 175 KHz are visible.

To identify the origin of these features we compared our spectra with that obtained from two other

diagnostics. In Fig. 6 we plot the auto-power spectra of a PCI detector and the floating potential

of a Langmuir probe , for the same shot (230096) and time interval, computed indentically. The

plasma conditions were BT = 21.6 K Gauss, Ip=200 K Amps, and ne =2 X 1013 cm"3cm"3. The

probe was inside the shear layer of the plasma. The peak at the lower frequency of about 70 KHz

is seen to correspond to the peak of the Langmuir probe data. We conclude that the origin of the 70

KHz peak in the PCI data is the density fluctuations at the edge of the plasma. In Fig. 7 we plot

the auto-power spectra of a PCI detector and the nln signal from the HIBP looking at p =0 .5 .

The data were taken on two similar shots (229653 and 229661) with plasma conditions of BT =

21.6 K Gauss, Ip=175 K Amps, and We = 2 X 1013cm'3. The power spectrum of the HIBP has a

feature at about 175 KHz that corresponds to the bump in the PCI spectrum at about the same

frequency. Since the HIBP made a localized fluctuation measurement in the core of the plasma we



conclude that the 175 KHz feature in the PCI spectrum is also due to density fluctuations in the

core of the plasma..

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented first results from the successful operation of the PCI diagnostic on TEXT-U.

A careful optical design of the system allowed multiple beam sizes to be implemented quickly with

low astigmatism. We tested several calibration techniques including one for the higher frequencies

of interest in plasma turbulence. The PCI diagnostic has sufficient signal to noise ratio to make

plasma turbulence measurements. From comparisons with other diagnostics we provided evidence

that the PCI diagnostic has resolved density fluctuation measurements in the core of the tokamak

plasma. Future work will include analysis of the data and comparisons with simulation of the

diagnostic with modeled turbulence to provide dispersion relationships for the various fluctuation

modes present.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
1. Schematic of the optical layout of PCI on the TEXT-U tokamak.

2. The S(k,f) of PCI signals obtained in calibration with the acoustic chamber.



3. The S(k,f) of PCI signals obtained from high frequency calibration with a ZnSe acousto-

optic phase modulator.

4. The S(k,f) of PCI signals showing clearly resolved audio calibration signal from tweeter

during plasma discharge.

5. Power spectrum of PCI signals from two shots showing signal to noise ratio.

6. Comparison of power spectra of a Langmuir probe and PCI during the same shot and time

window.

7. Comparison of power spectra of the HIBP and PCI for similar discharge conditions.
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Abstract

Density profiles in TEXT-U are obtained using a vertical viewing far-infrared (FIR)

interferometer. To obtain the local (inverted) density, we have developed a simple analytic

model of the plasma equilibrium configuration which is faster than EFIT (a flux surface

reconstruction program) and can be easily computed between discharges. This analytic

solution of the Grad Shafranov equation is valid as long as the pressure p is a function of

poloidal flux \(/, i.e. p = p(\p). The procedure incorporates both magnetic and FTR density

data to solve the Grad-Shafranov equation, and provides a density profile which is self-

consistent with the reconstructed equilibrium flux surfaces. Examples are presented.



I. Introduction

High spatial and temporal resolution measurements of the plasma electron density profile

are important in the study of magnetically confined plasmas. In principle, the profiles can

be reconstructed using multi-view tomographtc techniques [1]. However, due to access

limitations, single-view interferometer measurements are typically the practical choice.

The data obtained is not a local density but rather a line integrated density along the

optical path. On TEXT-U the density information is provided by a 13 channel, 4 cm

spacing, 1 MHz heterodyne far infrared interferometry [2]. Inversion using conventional

Abel techniques [3] only works for axially symmetric, circular cross-sectioned plasmas.

Asymmetric Abel inversion techniques have been proposed; common features among these

include assuming a density spatial distribution function [4} or assuming a particular density

asymmetry factor [5,6}. As pointed out by Park [6], discrepancies in the inverted densities

are mostly from an incorrect path length. A better approach is to utilize a knowledge of

the magnetic flux surfaces from a plasma equilibrium analysis. The inverted density profile

will then be self-consistent with the equilibrium flux surfaces.

In TEXT-U, the near-circular magnetic flux surfaces (ellipticity, triangularity, etc. are

small compared to the circularity) are reconstructed using EFIT [7] and PSICONT [8].

EFIT is an accurate widely used code for determining equilibrium flux surfaces, the

current profile and the pressure profile. However, EFIT requires a large amount of

poloidal magnetic field information from magnetic probes. If noise, calibration or other

problems with the magnetic probe data exist, EFIT results win not be accurate and



convergence difficulties may occur. We have found that using EFIT on TEXT-U often

produces flux surfaces that are inconsistent with the density measurement (i.e. non-

constant density on a flux surface) and in disagreement with Xc (plasma current center)

measurements from a "modified Rogowski coil" which measures the first current moment

[9]. In addition, the EFIT routine is time consuming in terms of the preparation of input

data and therefore is difficult for the novice to use. PSICONT, on the other hand,

computes approximate flux surfaces. It requires less input data and is easy to use.

PSICONT represents the plasma by a single current filament at the plasma current center

Xc. The plasma shape is determined from the iron core description, the plasma current

center Xc and the current in all of the poloidal field coils [8]. Since PSICONT only matches

the first current moment, the last closed flux surface (LCFS) has some error and internal

surfaces are highly incorrect (the PSICONT LCFS would be 'exact' if multi-filaments were

used to represent the plasma, and matching between predicted and measured fields was

performed to high multipole moment order). We have verified that the LCFS generated by

PSICONT is accurate to 5 mm, by comparing PSICONT and EFIT predictions with the

same Xc (the EFTT x<. output is used as the PSICONT Xc input).

We show here a simple iterative procedure to solve the internal equilibrium configuration.

The procedure incorporates magnetic measurements (LCFS, plasma poloidal beta Pp from

diainagnetic loop, and safety factor q at the edge) and the FIR density measurements in the

solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation [10]. Our approach allows the use of any given

plasma LCFS as a fixed boundary (usually from PSICONT for TEXT-U). The poloidal

flux function \\i is poloidally Fourier decomposed into cosine and sine terms; the Fourier



coefficients represent the left-right and the up-down radial dependence of the flux surface

shape. Each Fourier component is solved for independently, with an assumed zero-order

plasma toroidal current density and plasma pressure profile. From MHD equilibrium

theory, assuming no significant mass rotation velocity, the pressure is a constant on a

magnetic flux surface and this analytic solution of the Grad Shafranov equation is valid

[11]. To complete the solution of the equation requires a knowledge of the magnetic axis.

For this purpose we have used density information, with the additional assumption that the

density is a flux surface function. An output is then the density contours; i.e. our

equilibrium solution provides a technique for density inversion. The magnetic axis is

determined by minimizing the overall density asymmetry on flux surfaces. Once the

magnetic flux surfaces are determined, the electron density is inverted by the Park method

[6]. An iterative procedure is then invoked, producing successively more accurate density

profiles. We have found on TEXT-U that this approach gives a better reconstruction in

terms of the density asymmetry (See Sec. TTT (c) ) than either using EFTT or using

PSICONT for the internal magnetic flux surfaces. The procedure described here is

therefore easier to run (especially on a routine shot basis) and provides greater accuracy

on TEXT-U given the edge magnetic data available.

II. Flux Surface Reconstruction Theory

The geometry of the model is shown in Fig. 1. "a" is the minor radius defined as the

average radius of the LCFS, Ro is the major radius (the center of the vacuum vessel), R, is



the magnetic axis and Xc is the current center referenced to Ro. The Grad-Shafranov

equation in a local polar coordinate system is [10]:

r\ d d 1 d2)
- — r — • + — —Y\\\f

vrdr dr r2 59V R,,+rcosev.

1 ( o d . - 1 d
cosG —-s in9——-

ev dr r dQ
= -no(Ro + r cose)2p'(x|/) -

(1)

where p(i)/) is the plasma pressure and f(vj/) is a function of the polotdal flux \(/, namely

fl[\|/) = RB^/uo. The toroidal axis is aligned to the magnetic axis. Here the inverse aspect

ratio e is defined as e=a/Ro. Under the assumption of large aspect ratio A = R/a, vy can be

expanded in s as:

vi^VoCO+iAr.e) (2)

(a) The zero-order solution (radial pressure balance). This is given by [10]

(3)

. The contours of the zero orderWe choose the definition of i|/<> to be:

solution \|/o are concentric circles centered on the magnetic axis. We assume that the zero-

order current, pressure and electron density profiles have the forms: ^( rH^OXl-^ /a 2 ) 0 ,

poCr^oCOXl-rVa2)7 and no(r)=no(OXl-r2/a2)v, respectively. For the zero-order cylindrical

approximation with Spitzer conductivity [12], and ignoring any impurities, the following

relationship between a, v, and y is obtained:



Y=v+-a
(4)

The value of the parameters a and v will be determined from the experimental

measurements. For hollow current profile cases, a new form of the current profile can be

assumed: j*VH*i°(0Xl-r2/a2)al+ ̂ (OXl-rW)*2 . The new solutions of Eq. (9) and (10)

can be obtained accordingly. For auxiliary heating Eq. (4) no longer holds because

temperature is not simply related to the current density; we need the pressure profile from

po(r) = noikTi + noJcTe. We then require experimental measurement of Tj and Te plus the

plasma effective charges Z& to compute noi.

(b) First-order solution (the toroidal effects). This is given by [10]:

l a 5 I S 2 cos8 d\j/0
ar r2 cQ2J Rn dr

-2uoRorcos0p'(vo)

We expand \{/(1) as:

a=l

+ Sn(r)sinne^p
dr dr (6)

where

n=z dr (7)



and

dr

An(r) and Sn(r) are the Fourier coefficients which represent the left-right and the up-down

radial dependence of the flux surface shape, which is what we want to solve for. An(r) and

Sn(r) are both given at the LCFS (r = a) and monotonously decrease down to zero at the

magnetic axis. For a typical TEXT-U D-shape discharge, Ai(a)/a is 0.15 with a/Ro about

0.25. For n > 1, An(a)/a and Sn(a)/a are typically less than 0.08. Therefore v|/1}(r,9) is small

compared to \(/o(r) and our near-circular poloidal flux expansion is a good approximation.

(c) First order solution VJ/P(1)

From Eq. (5), (6) and (8), we can solve for Ai(4) where £, the normalized radius, is

defined as r/a. This provides a polynomial fit for the displacement Ai in terms of the minor

radius:

where
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c is an arbitrary fixed constant and is determined by the boundary condition Ai(H,=l). ^p is

the poloidal beta defined as: J$p= 2|io <p>/Bp
2.

(d) First order solution \j/ H
(1>

Here An(£) and S^) can be solved from Eq. (5), (6), and (7), independently for each n.

We utilize a series expansion An in terms of the normalized radius £,•

k=l (10)

where the coefficients are:



n - 1
2(n -oxn-1
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12(n + 2)

n - 1
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a(a + 2)(a + 3n + 6)cn_l
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is arbitrary, determined by the boundary conditions: An(4=l). Cfc=Oifk<(n-l)ork =

n+2m, m = 0, 1, 2, 3,.... Tt can be shown that Si(£) is zero and Sn(4) has the same

functional form as An(̂ ) except for different boundary conditions. The flux surface

contour r(£,9) is given by

(11)

(e) Toroidal current density profile

For the large aspect-ratio approximation, the toroidal current density profile is given by

[10]:

Using a Taylor expansion and Ampere's law, the first-order plasma current distributions

becomes:



& = - t An(r)cosnei;f > +Sn(r)sinne|-j^
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(12)

We have checked the validity of our model with the Generalized-Solev'ev equilibrium

[13]. Good agreement is achieved. The flux surface construction and the density inversion

routines are written in Fortran. It takes 40 seconds of CPU time to run on an IBM 486

PC.

III. Density Inversion

(a) Density Inversion by the Park Method

Using PSICONT we obtain the approximate LCFS and the approximate surfaces in the

scrape-off layer (SOL) outside the LCFS. Our equilibrium model then provides the inner

flux surfaces. We then use the density inversion method proposed by H. K. Park [6]. To

use the Park inversion technique, we need to construct a chord length matrix. Referring to

Fig. 1, for the j-th ray at Xj, the chord length L ^ within the flux zone enclosed by \|/m and

xj/m-i is defined as: Lj^ - d^-d^ t . The chord length in each zone is obtained from the

reconstructed flux surface contour by a 2-D spline routine. The raw line integrated density

data is a superposition of each local zone density multiplied by the chord length within

each zone. The inversion process starts from the outermost chord, and works inwards by

back substitution. The difference between the left and right inverted densities on the same

flux surface within the LCFS is linearly distributed along the major axis.
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(b) Scrape-ofT layer modeling

With the limited number of 13 detectors available, a least square fit to the raw line-

integrated density with appropriate extrapolation of the electron density falloff past the

SOL is required. For zones between the last measured data point and the vacuum vessel

on the low field side an exponential decay line density is assumed (consistent with the

Langmuir probe data); this assumption has little effect on the resulting center inverted

densities. Additional points, typically 10, generated by this assumption are added to the

measured line density data and a least square fit curve smoothly connects them. The

density in the SOL is assumed to be almost a flux function where we allow a small

poloidal asymmetry. Park's method has to be modified, because in the SOL on the high

field side the flux surfaces are complicated and chords do not encounter a simple

progression of increasing zones (Fig. 1 and 4(a)). To handle this, we use an iterative

procedure. First Park's method is applied; however the density within each SOL zone is

assumed to be a constant. Then the principle of Park's method, i.e. distributing the left-

right density variation along the major radius (Z = 0) linearly in a zone, is applied to the

SOL. This is done simply by scaling the SOL density variation within each SOL zone to be

equal to the variation computed for the LCFS. Park's method is then repeated. Typically *

5 iterations are required for convergence. We note that, because of the restricted spatial

resolution and coverage of our interferometer, the SOL density can only be deduced very

approximately.

(c) Determining the magnetic axis from the density asymmetry

11



By changing the location of the magnetic axis the equilibrium model will generate different

flux surfaces. The density asymmetry factor K is defined as:

ic = n R ( y ) - n L ( y )

where nL(\|/) and nR(\|/) are the left (R < Ra) and right (R > Ra) electron density on the

same flux surface at the equator (Z = 0). The final magnetic axis location is chosen to

minimize the overall density asymmetry. The assumption that the density is a flux function

requires that there be no pressure anisotropy, and that any mass rotation velocity be small

in comparison to the sound speed. That is, high plasma beta is allowed, as long as

attaining high plasma beta is not associated with high mass rotation velocities.

Discussions on the validity of these assumptions can be found in, e.g. [11] and [14].

(d) Experimental results

Fig. 2 shows the line density and the inverted density utilizing both PSICONT and the

analytic equilibrium model flux surfaces. The line integrated density data is fit to a seventh

order polynomial curve with a least square fit. The line integrated e-folding length is RL =

3 cm in the SOL. The line density profile and the inverted density profile show different

asymmetry with respect to the major radius. This is due to the D-shape plasma and the

Shafranov shift. The resulting difference between the inverted density profiles is small («8

%); using PSICONT flux surfaces produce a maximum 1 cm left-shifted density profile

compared to using the analytic equilibrium surfaces. This is consistent with the flux

surface origin difference between two flux surface models (»1.5 cm). As the Shafranov

12



shift increases, higher discrepancy in the current centroid and the magnetic axis is

expected and therefore the discrepancy in the inverted density between our mode! and

PSICONT will increase. Fig. 3 shows the projection of the inverted density profile (using

the analytic equilibrium surfaces) from a 2-D plot with both azimuth and elevation angles

equal to zero. Each line in this figure is an individual flux surface. To obtain this figure the

density in the SOL was assumed to have no up-down asymmetry, as implied from

Langmuir probe data measured at the top and bottom locations [15]. The inverted density

is almost constant on each flux surface, showing that the procedure outlined here works

well, producing near constant density on a flux surface in agreement with theory (p = p(\|/)

and high thermal conductivity).

IV. A Comparison between Flux Surface Reconstruction Results

We compare the reconstructed flux surfaces using the our equilibrium model with those

predicted by EFIT and PSTCONT. For each comparison our model utilizes the LCFS

predicted by the model under consideration. The zero-order pressure profile form factor y

is obtained using Eq. 4. The zero-order current density profile form factor a is estimated

from the safety factor q at the edge and by assuming q0 = 0.90 at the magnetic axis. The

assumption of qp will change the current profile shape parameter a = q»/qo-l qo is a free

parameter in our model and is chosen to place the q-1 surface approximately in the

correct location. Whhin the usual range of 0.85-1.1 for qo in TEXT-U, the flux surface

contours are not sensitive to the qo value although the peak and the profile of the current

13



density will change with q<>. A more accurate R, and qo from polarimetry measurements

would increase the accuracy of the reconstructed flux surfaces and the current density

profile.

Our model is compared with EFIT results in Fig. 4(a). The origin (magnetic axis)

necessary for applying our model is obtained from the EFIT output. The LCFS from EFIT

has an error of approximate 2 cm (difficulties with EFIT were discussed in Sec. I ).

However based on this boundary and global parameters such as the plasma current, q0,

etc., EFIT provides an 'exact' solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation of current and

pressure similar to actual TEXT-U discharges. Fig. 4(a) shows that our model can

accurately reconstruct the inner flux surfaces.

Fig. 4(b) shows the comparison of our model and PSICONT. The origin (magnetic axis)

of our model is obtained by minimizing the overall density asymmetry. The inner surfaces

predicted by PSICONT are very different from those predicted by our model. The

comparison reflects the fact that PSICONT assumes the plasma is a single filament located

at the current centroid.

Fig. 5 shows the density asymmetry for a typical discharge. Although the difference

between the inverted density based on PSICONT surfaces and the density based on the

analytic equilibrium reconstruction is small, the density asymmetry is smaller when the

analytic reconstruction described here is used. The density asymmetry based on EFIT is

highest because EFIT has a 1 cm right-shifted Xc compared to x,. used by PSICONT

(measured by the moment coil). In this case, the flux surfaces reconstructed by EFIT are

less accurate than our model with PSICONT's LCFS.

14



Conclusions

A fixed boundary solution to the Grad-Shafranov equation in terms of poloidal harmonics

has been presented. It allows for the reconstruction of near-circular, large-aspect-ratio

flux surfaces with an accuracy indistinguishable from the results of a full numerical

solution (EFIT). Best results are obtained if additional information is used to locate the

magnetic axis. For this purpose we used line integrated density profiles, together with the

assumption that density is a flux function. As a result both the equilibrium magnetic

surfaces and the local density profiles are obtained.
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Figure Caption

Fig. 1: The geometry of our model.

Fig. 2: The line density and the inverted densities utilizing both PSICONT and the analytic

equilibrium model flux surfaces. "x" is equal R-Ro as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3: The projection with both azimuth and elevation angles = 0° of the inverted density

profile (using the analytic equilibrium surfaces) from a 2-D plot (SN 228800 at 300 ms).

Fig. 4: The comparison of the flux surfaces by (a) our model to EFTT and (b) our model to

PSICONT,.

Fig. 5: The density asymmetry obtained for a typical discharge (SN 228800 at 300 ms).
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Time-series Analysis of

Nonstationary Plasma Fluctuations

using Wavelet Transforms
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Abstract - A wavelet or time-scale approach to analyzing a single time-

series and two time-series, in which the fluctuating quantities are statistically

nonstationary, is presented. The time-scale and scale "power spectra" are

introduced and utilized to analyze transient potential fluctuations measured

at the core of sawtoothing TEXT-U plasmas. The results show features that

have not been previously observed using any Fourier techniques. In addition,

the linear time-scale "coherence spectrum" is developed to quantify the degree

of linear relationship between two nonstationary fluctuating quantities in the

time-scale domain. Such a spectrum is also useful in tracking the time-varying

phase difference. A numerical example is provided to demonstrate the efficacy

of the time-scale spectra.



1 Introduction

Spectral analysis of a single time-series (e.g., power spectra) and two time-

series (e.g., coherence spectra) has proven to be a powerful technique in ana-

lyzing stationary plasma fluctuation data. Many of these analyses are based

on Fourier techniques in which stationary fluctuations can be expressed as a

superposition of sinusoidal functions. However, this is no longer true when the

fluctuations are statistically nonstationary. Consequently, the Fourier-based

techniques, including the short-time Fourier transform, have limited utility.

For this reason, we utilize wavelet transforms to analyze nonstationary

plasma fluctuations. It will be shown that the wavelet transform is capable of

capturing the dynamics of plasma potential fluctuations measured in the core

of the TEXT-U tokamak using the 2 MeV heavy ion beam probe. We also pro-

pose a novel coherence spectrum to quantify the degree of linear relationship

between two nonstationary fluctuating quantities on a time-scale basis.



2 The Wavelet Transform

Let x(t) be a signal under analysis, the wavelet transform of x(t) with respect

to a chosen wavelet ipa,T{t) is defined by [1, 2]

/ • • o o

Wx(a,r)= x(t)ip*aT(t)dt, (1)
J—oo

where ipa,r{i) = \a\~l^tp \j-^-) , and ip(t) is a mother wavelet, a G 71, a ^ 0

is a scaling parameter and r € 7£ is a time-shift parameter. The asterisk

denotes a complex conjugate. A mother wavelet is a small oscillating wave

which satisfies the admissibility condition; C$ = /f ,̂ L/' dO < oo where

^(Q) is the Fourier transform of ip(t).

The wavelet transform, often referred to as a time-scale analysis, is

characterized by time-shifting and scaling a mother wavelet. When the scal-

ing parameter a is small, the support of the wavelet Tpa,T{t) in time is narrow,

thus at this scaling parameter the wavelet transform has a high time resolution

but poor frequency resolution. On the other hand, when the scaling parameter

a is large, the wavelet has a high frequency resolution but poor time resolu-

tion. This multiresolution feature is very useful in analyzing nonstationary

fluctuations.



3 The Time-scale Spectra

A. Single Time-Series Analysis

In classical spectral analysis of a single stationary time-series, the power spec-

trum of signal x(t) is defined as Sxx(f) = E[X(f)X*(f)], where E[] is a

statistical expectation, the asterisk denotes a complex conjugate, and X(f) is

a discrete Fourier transform of x(t) [3]. Similarly, one can define a time-scale

"power spectrum" as

Wx(a,T)W*(a:r) \Wx(a,r)f

a
(2)

The above time-scale power spectrum indicates how the power of the signal is

spread out over the time-scale plane. The scale factor a in the above equation is

for normalization purposes. A three-dimensional or a contour plot of Exx(a, r)

is useful in portraying where the power of the signal is most concentrated in

time and scale.

From the above power spectrum Exx(a, r ) , one can obtain the so-called

scale "power spectrum" at scale a. It is defined as

Jo+

\WX(T,O)\:

•dr.
a

(3)



The scale "power spectrum" Exx(a) has no temporal resolution, however, it

renders the total power at a particular scale a. The scale power spectrum can

be related to the magnitude squared Fourier transform coefficients as shown

below,

Exx(a) = (4)

where X(f) and ^f(af) are Fourier transforms of x(t) and i^a.T(t)i respectively.

The above relation shows that the scale power spectrum at scale a, Exx(a), is

a filtered version of |X( / ) | 2 using function |\f(a/)|2 . Note that the scale power

spectrum Exx(a) is a real number.

B. Two Time-Series Analysis

In many applications, it is often desirable to quantify statistical relationships

between two nonstationary fluctuating quantities in the frequency domain. A

classical method for this purpose is based on the linear coherence spectrum;

lyx(f) = sJx
S(7)(g)|2(/) I3]- T h e coherence spectrum is bounded by 0 < jyX(f) <

1. It is equal to one when there is a perfect linear relation at a particular

frequency.

The linear coherence spectrum for stationary fluctuations can



be generalized to the time-scale coherence spectrum denned as follows.

Vyx {a, r) = tan
-l (Im(Eyx(a,T)y

(5)

(6)
\Re(Eyx(a,r))J'

where Im(z) and Re(z) indicates the imaginary and real part of z, respectively.

Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it can be shown that 0 < rj^x{a, r) < 1.

The local time-scale coherence spectrum r{^x{a, r ) provides local information

about where the two nonstationary time-series x(t) and y(t) are linearly corre-

lated at a particular scale (i.e., frequency band) and temporal location in the

time-scale plane. It can also be interpreted as the fractional portion of power

of y(t) that is in common (i.e., can be accounted by a linear relationship) with

that of x(t) at a particular time and frequency band. The coherence spectrum

VyX(a^T) is equal to one when there is a perfect linear relation at particular

time and frequency between the two signals.



4 Results: Experimental and Numerical

We now demonstrate the efficacy of the wavelet transform and its spectra using

experimental data collected from TEXT-U as well as numerical simulations.

A. Single Time-Series Analysis

The experimental data consisted of potential fluctuations <j> measured at sev-

eral points in the core of sawtoothing plasmas using a 2 MeV heavy ion beam

probe system [4]. To illustrate the analysis technique, we present the time-scale

analysis of data from one such point. The discharge was a D-shaped diverted

plasma auxilliarly heated by electron cyclotron heating resonance (ECRH).

ERCH was provided by three gyrotrons with a total power of 410 KW.

Typical collected raw signals exhibit a nonstationary nature because of

sawtooth and bursting activities. One such signal at radial position r/a = 0.02

is shown in Fig. 1. In this analysis, a Morlet wavelet [2] is used as a mother

wavelet, i.e., ip(t) = eikte~^2^2, where k = 5.5. Note that the Morlet wavelet

consists of a complex sinusoid multiplied by a Gaussian. A family of analyzing

wavelets ^O)T(i) is generated from this mother wavelet according to a = e2^



where m = 1, • • •, 18; and where m is called is a scale index. Each scale index

m is associated with a certain frequency band.

Figure 2 shows the absolute values of the wavelet transform coefficients

I WxCfl) T)\ of a potential fluctuation signal shown in Fig. 1. The horizontal and

vertical axes are the time and scale index axes, respectively, and a higher scale

index is lower frequency. At scale index m = 15 (/ « 10 KHz), m = l .n = 1

precursor modes appear nearly periodically. They grow until they saturate in

amplitude especially at scale index m = 15, then shift to higher scale indices

(i.e., lower frequency components). They then immediately spread to all scale

indices (i.e., to all frequency components). The mode appearing at scale index

m = l l ( / « 3 0 KHz) may be due to power supply flickering.

Figure 3 shows the time-scale power spectrum calculated in the vicinity

of t = 272.5 msec, that is during the crash time. It is interesting to observe

that there is a significant momentary energy accumulation at scale index m =

6, ( / ~ 100 KHz). Such features are not be easily extracted using Fourier-

based analysis, but are quite evident using wavelet analysis.

It is instructive to compare results using wavelet analysis with that

obtained using the short-time Fourier transform (STFT). Figure 4 shows the



absolute value of the short-time Fourier transform coefficients of the poten-

tial fluctuation signal shown in Fig. 1. The nonstationary features are not

as evident as that in using the wavelet transform, although the size of the

time window in the STFT is optimized. Thus for this particular one. the use

of wavelet transform is more appropriate in analyzing nonstationary signal

behaviour.

Wavelet based analysis have been utilized to study the time-scale fea-

tures of potential fluctuations (detected by the heavy ion beam probe) at

several other points in the interior of the TEXT-U tokamak plasma. These

measurements in the core show that potential fluctuation levels increase for a

short period of time during a sawtooth cycle around the time of crash. This

observation indicates a possible correlation between plasma potential fluctua-

tions in the core and sawtooth rise and crash cycle. Additional studies of this

relation should provide better understanding of the dynamics of the sawtooth

phenomena in tokamaks. The results will be reported later in a full-length

paper.

B. Two Time-Series Analysis

In the following example we show the efficacy of time-scale coherence spectrum



in detecting coherency and phase shift of two hypothetical nonstationary si-

nusodial functions with signal-to-noise ratio of 21 dB shown below,

cos(2vr x 2000£) 12.5 < t(msec) < 45

COS(2TT x lOOOt) 50.5 < t(msec) < 87.5

0 < t(msec) < 100 except the above0

y(t) = '

cos(2vr x 2000t - 0.4?r) 12.5 < t(msec) < 45.

COS(2TT x 500£ - 0.4?r) 50.5 < t(msec) < 87.5

0 0 < t(msec) < 100 except the above

From these two simple hypothetical signals, it is expected that the time-scale

coherence function will have a value of nearly one at around 12.5 < t(msec) <

45 since the two signals are the same except for the phase difference of 0.4TT

rad at frequency of 2000 Hz. While for any other time-scale range, the co-

herence function r]yX(a,T) will have a nearly zero value. Figure 5a shows two

superimposed hypothetical signals, while Fig. 5b and c show the magnitude

and phase, respectively, of the time-scale coherence spectrum at a particular

scale index that corresponds to / = 2000 Hz, all other scales (i.e., frequency

components) are not shown since the coherency is close to zero. It is obvious

that the coherency and phase difference around 12.5 < t(msec) < 45 is 1 and

1.25 rad (0.4-7T rad), respectively, which are agreement with our expectation.

10



The above example shows that the time-scale coherence spectrum will

be useful in quantifying the degree of linear relationship between two nonsta-

tionary plasma, fluctuation signals.

5 Conclusion

In summary, we have demonstrated the efficacy of wavelet transform analysis in

analyzing the time-scale "power spectra" of nonstationary plasma fluctuations

along with its potential application in detecting phase difference and linear

relation (i.e., coherence) of two nonstationary fluctuating quantities in the

time-scale domain.
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Abstract

A procedure is described for precision modeling of the views for imaging

diagnostics monitoring tokamak internal components, particularly high heat flux divertor

components. Such modeling is required to enable predictions of resolution and viewing

angle for the available viewing locations. Since oblique views are typically expected for

tokamak divertors, fully 3-D perspective imaging is required. A suite of matched 3-D

CAD, graphics and animation applications are used to provide a fast and flexible

technique for reproducing these views. An analytic calculation of the resolution and

viewing incidence angle is developed to validate the results of the modeling procedures.

The Tokamak Physics Experiment (TPX) diagnostics [1] for infrared viewing are used as

an example to demonstrate the implementation of the tools. As is generally the case in

tokamak experiments, the available diagnostic locations for TPX are severely

constrained by access limitations and the resulting images can be marginal in both

resolution and viewing incidence angle. The procedures described here provide a

complete design tool for in-vessel viewing, both for camera location and for identification

of viewed surfaces. Additionally these same tools can be used for the interpretation of

the actual images obtained by the diagnostic cameras.



1. Introduction

In divertor tokamaks, the high heat loads on the divertor targets require

continuous temperature monitoring to anticipate and correct for any damaging fault

conditions [2, 3]. This monitoring is often done using infra-red cameras optically

coupled to imaging elements located inside the vacuum system and viewing through

penetrations in the plasma facing components. An important requirement is that the

cameras be optimally located in order to allow as complete a view of the divertor

structure as possible, with sufficient resolution that the various fault conditions can be

distinguished. Viewing angles are usualy limited by the divertor structure itself and

other internal structures.

A procedure for generating images showing both the views accessible for

arbitrary camera locations and for qualitatively estimating the appropriate viewing

resolution and incidence angles using commonly available DOS based 3-D computer

aided design, graphics and animation applications is described.

2. Overview

The aim of this work is to provide a convenient technique for displaying camera views of

in-vessel components, particularly divertors, and to determine the expected resolution

and viewing angles for the various surfaces. The procedure is to import a 3-D model of

the relevant tokamak structures into a 3-D modeling application. In the application a

"spotlight" is positioned at the camera location and this spotlight projects a pattern which

exactly represents the camera field of view. Projections more or less perpendicular to

the divertor surfaces are generated using viewing tools from the application. The views

of these projected images then show the areas that are visible from the various camera

locations and identify the achievable resolution and image quality. A simplified drawing

of the TPX vacuum vessel, ports, limiter and divertor structures was made using

AutoCad [4]. This drawing was used as the starting point for the study. The divertor



CAMERA #2

-CAMERA #3

Fig. 1 Developed 3-D drawing showing locations of the IR cameras prior to

loading into the 3-D Studio graphics application.

and limiter outlines were lofted into 3-D shapes. The drawing is shown in Fig. 1 which

includes the poloidal location of the imaging optics used in this study.

This drawing was imported into the graphics and animation application, 3-D

Studio [5]. The procedure used in this study is to represent the imaging systems in the

experiment with spotlights which project either a checkerboard or an annular pattern. A

typical view, from the spotlight location, of a checkerboard pattern is shown in Fig. 2. If

a diagnostic camera was located at the same place as the spotlight in the model, there

is an exact correlation between the location, shape and size of the pattern and the

camera image, assuming that the field of view is the same in both cases. For instance,

if the pattern is 32 squares on a side and the camera diode array is 512 pixels square,

then each pattern square corresponds to 16 pixels.

The images in 3-D Studio are obtained by appropriately generating a view, defined in

the application by a "camera" and then rendering the resulting image. The images



Fig. 2 View of spotlight #2 showing the

projected image of a 32x32 square

checkerboard.

correctly indicate both perspective and

shadows and the projected image of

the spotlight represents the image that

would be viewed by a real camera in

the experiment. To indicate expected

viewing areas and resolutions, the 3-D

Studio "camera" was placed so as to

view normal to the relevant divertor

surface. Scale was indicated in the

original 3-D model by appropriate

markers. In order to view the inner

divertor, the "camera" needs to be

located outside the divertor structure and has to see through the outboard divertor. In 3-

D Studio, a surface can be constructed that is transparent to viewing but projects

shadows. Multiple spotlights can be installed so that the projected patterns which

represent the areas visible for cameras located at the corresponding positions. In

addition, spotlights can be added at different toroidal locations to indicate the extent of

toroidal coverage.

3. Measurement of image resolution and viewing incidence angle.

In order to further quantify the image resolution, the square checkerboard

projector pattern was replaced with an array, 64 on a side, of annuli. As an example,

the upper panel in Fig. 4 shows the rendered image obtained with spotlight No. 2. The

3-D Studio "camera" is located at the same vertical elevation as the divertor and the

"camera" views from inside outward. The image projected onto the outboard divertor

cylindrical plate is limited to a toroidal angle of less than between 150° and 140° by the

self shadowing and tangency of the divertor viewing line. The view from about 120° to



100° is gradually shadowed by the inner baffle and is cut off at about 100° by the inner

divertor and limiter shadow.

150 M0 13H 129

Toroidal Angle
100

Fig. 3 Mosaic reconstruction of a panoramic view of the outer limiter with spotlight #2

and a 64 element annular projection (top panel). The contour plots of the resolution

(center panel) and incidence angle (lower panel) were derived from this image.

For analysis, the length of the long and short axis of each pattern were measured

and, assuming the individual patterns to be ellipses, the individual pattern centers, axis

lengths and aspect ratios calculated. Taking the length of the long axis of each ellipse,

X, as the appropriate dimension, the resolution, p, is defined as p = X x ^^- where
* pixel

is the number of patterns on one side of the checkerboard, NPjXei is the number of



pixels along one side of the camera imaging array and the field of view of the projected

pattern matches that of the camera.

The angle of incidence is defined as 0, where cos0 = 77 and 77 is the aspect ratio

of the ellipse, always taking the value less than unity. For normal incidence, 0 = 0° and

for tangential incidence, 0 = 90°.

In order to calculate the resolution and the viewing angle, the coordinates of the

ends of each axis of the projected ellipse were hand digitized from the

GraphicConvertor display and entered into an EXCEL spreadsheet. The coordinates of

each pattern center, the length of each axis and the resolution and normal incidence

angle for each pattern were then calculated. The coordinates of each pattern center

were included in a scale AutoCad drawing of the panoramic image and the resolution

and incidence angle entered at each coordinate point. The set of contour plots obtained

are shown in Fig. 3 for the resolution (center panel) and for the incidence angle (lower

panel). Units of resolution are inches. For much of the toroidal range of view only one

or two annuli are complete and only a single data point is available. For these locations

the contour lines are clipped short and do not necessarily indicate a direction. The

accuracy is estimated at about 25 %. The bold outline represents the boundary of the

projected pattern. This boundary extends from about 100° to 145°, although the bottom

of the view is clipped between 100° and 120°.

4. Analytic calculation of resolution

In order to validate the resolution and viewing incidence angle results, an

analytical calculation of the image was developed. The calculation projects the divertor

surface coordinates onto the imaging plane and is applicable to any case where an

array describing the divertor surface can be constructed. The calculation is applied to

the case described in Sect. 3, with the camera placed at location #2.



Consider the geometry shown in Fig. 4. If the angle between the r pixel sight line

(coordinates u, v on the image plane, viewing the point n on the divertor surface) and

the camera sight line is <p, then for an elemental angle about this sight line, <50, the

ellipse projected onto the image plane has a long axis of length given by

a = F x 8(j)X
1 +tan2 /cos2

1 + tan y

where F is the distance from the camera lens to the image plane and y is the angle

between the surface normal at the divertor (np) and the line from the camera axis to the

pixel r, (or) projected along the camera sight line (op).

In order to avoid the complication of calculating the angle /, which requires a

description of the camera orientation, the radical will be ignored. This at most

Camera image
plane or

spotlight"

Camera half FQV

Angle between Pixel sight line
and normal to surface

Diverter Surface

"3-D Studio
Canera"

Fig. 4. Geometry details for calculation of image resolution and viewing angle.



underestimates the resolution for a corner pixel by about 10% for the camera field of

view of if/ - 42° described here. Similarly, if the angle between the sight line and the

normal to the divertor viewing point is 6, the larger axis of the ellipse projected onto the

divertor surface by this elemental angle is b — L X 8<f> I cos (0), where L is the distance

from the camera point to the viewing point on the divertor (n). Then the ratio of the

image to pixel size, b/a = L/(F X COS 6). Assume a square image array 2x/Vpixels on

a side. Then the length of a single pixel is ^ = F x tan (y /2 ) /w • And finally, the

resolution, p, which is defined as the image of a single pixel projected onto the divertor,
LXtan(W2)

is given by p = — — .
N xcosfl
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A program was written to calculate the values of p, 6 and <j> for an equally spaced

grid on the surface of the outer divertor for the same conditions used for the resolution

prediction described in Sect. 3. The analytic calculation gives no information on the

extent of the viewed image and the array limits were taken from Fig. 3. The results of

the calculation are shown in the contour plots in Fig. 4 for the resolution and for the

viewing angle of incidence. The contours are essentially straight or slowly curving lines.

The structure or meanders are a consequence of the spline fits used by the contour

generating program and should be disregarded. These figures should be compared

with Fig. 3. For most of the range the agreement is excellent for both the resolution and

for the angle of incidence.The procedure described above can readily be extended to

include the resolution expected for any surface geometry. This calculation combined

with the ability of the 3-D visualization procedure to indicate the range of view provides

a complete solution to the camera view problem.

6. Conclusions

The procedures described here provide a fast and flexible technique for

developing detailed images of 3-D camera views of the tokamak interior. From these

images, reasonably accurate estimates of image resolution and viewing angles of

incidence may be obtained.

The corresponding experimental problem of interpreting the camera views can

similarly be solved by this technique. A bit-mapped image of the IR camera picture is

projected onto the 3-D surface providing a replica of the original. An image of this

surface generated from a normal view can then be used for the analysis, for instance, to

locate hot spots and surface defects.

An analytic solution was developed for interpreting views of more complex

surfaces and for higher precision measurements. The results of this calculation were



compared with one set of results from the imaging technique and were in good

agreement.

The combination of the 3-D view generated by these procedures and the

analytical resolution and viewing incidence angle obtained from the analytic calculation

provide a complete solution to the viewing diagnostic design requirement.
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VARIABLE-FREQUENCY COMPLEX DEMODULATION

TECHNIQUE FOR EXTRACTING AMPLITUDE AND PHASE

INFORMATION*. H. Gasquet, AJ . Wootton, Fusion Research

Center, The University of Texas at Austin. We present a variable-

frequency variant of the complex demodulation technique. Complex

demodulation is the digital equivalent of heterodyne detection, in

which the input signal is multiplied by a carrier oscillation

{exp(-ia)mt)} of modulation frequency com and then lowpass filtered.

The time dependent amplitude and relative phase can then be

computed from the filtered demodulate. This technique fails when the

frequency of oscillation differs from the modulation frequency by

more than the cutoff frequency of the lowpass filter. We modified the

standard technique by computing iteratively a time dependent

modulation frequency {(Om(t)} that tracks the signal frequency to

within ±0.1% of the Nyquist frequency. This small difference

frequency allows the use of very narrow filter bandwidths for the

study of narrow band oscillations with improved signal to noise ratio.

We apply this analysis tool to Mirnov oscillations measured by a

magnetic probe and show the time variation of the amplitude of the

fundamental and harmonic frequencies during a plasma current ramp

down. Future work will involve the application of this technique to

ECE measurements.

*Supportedby USDOE under grant DE-FG03-94ER-54241.



During research on oscillations, a signal processing tool is often required that will

return the time varying amplitude, phase and frequency of the oscillation. We developed

a variable-frequency complex demodulation technique for this purpose. This modification

to complex demodulation*'^ has advantages over windowed fast Fourier transforms,

wavelet transforms, or multi-variate filter bank techniques^ when one wishes to focus on

the behavior of an oscillation as opposed to a fixed frequency component. In competing

techniques, post processing is needed to extract the oscillation relevant information from

many frequency components. The modifications needed to make complex demodulation

capable of tracking an oscillation in an input signal are presented in this paper. This tool

is easy to understand, simple to use, and produces more accurate results than other

techniques. However, it is not a replacement for the fast Fourier transform, since prior

knowledge of the oscillation frequency is needed.

COMPLEX DEMODULATION (CDM)

Complex demodulation (CDM) is best described as the digital equivalent of

heterodyne detection. To illustrate how the standard technique works, consider an input

signal represented by a single oscillation and a DC offset of the form

s(t) = ADC + A cos((Dst + 5) 1)

where ADC=ADC(0> A=A(t) and ©s=©5(t) are the slowly varying DC offset, oscillation

amplitude and oscillation frequency respectively. 5 is an initial phase. The input signal

is multiplied by a complex modulation of frequency ©m, giving the result

d{t) = s(t)e-i(D^

2)

e~
where d(t) is the unfiltered modulated signal. For clarity we will assume that ©nr=©s

since this is how the technique will be used. Note that the DC offset was transformed

into an oscillation at -C0m, while the oscillation in the input frequency results in both sum

and difference frequencies -(©s+©m) * -2cOtn and GVCOm ~ 0. The spectrum of the

incoming signal s(t) has been shifted to lower frequency by an amount ©m.

If d(t) is lowpass filtered with an ideal lowpass filter of cutoff frequency ©c<©m,

then only spectral components in the range [-©c,©c] will survive. Note that no special

effort must be made to remove the DC component. By design, the difference signal is the

only component in d(t) within this range. The result can then be expressed as

+ id 3)



where D(t) is referred to as the complex demodulate (CDM), since the oscillation in the

signal s(t) was effectively removed. Since C0m«C0s, the only time dependence comes from

A(t) and a slowly varying phase <j)r(t) that comes from the slight difference between the

modulation frequency and the oscillation in the signal:

4)

A(t) and (j>r(t) are readily found by taking twice the magnitude ofD and by taking the arc

tangent of the ratio of the imaginary to real parts ofD, respectively. The time derivative

of <j)r(t) serves as a correction to the modulation frequency that can be used to estimate

the oscillation frequency for the input signal using

5)
dt

The true phase of the oscillation can be derived by integrating (Og with respect to time.

This information can be used for comparison with other diagnostics, or to enhance the

CDM technique.

VARIABLE-FREQUENCY COMPLEX DEMODULATION (VFCDM)

To enhance the standard technique, we utilize a modulation phase with an implicit

time dependence given by

y/r 6)

The CDM equation must then be modified such that

7)

The result is a digital heterodyne detection with a local oscillator frequency that

tracks the oscillation frequency in the input signal. All the time information for (Om and

CDS are implicitly in the phases. The amplitude, relative phase and frequency are still

extracted using Equation 4 as discussed previously.

Here we discuss the meaning of A, (|)r, and (Dm because their interpretation is

different from the interpretation in competing techniques. The amplitude extracted from

CDM corresponds to the vector sum of all the oscillating components in the range



], including any noise within this frequency band. If the oscillation is

stronger than the noise, the resultant quickly becomes insensitive to the smaller

components. The processing tool thus behaves as though it "locks" to the dominant

amplitude and phase of the oscillation. The frequency estimate has the form of an average

over power weighted (i.e. amplitude squared) passband frequencies. In variable-

frequency complex demodulation (VFCDM) (Om can be a function of time.

To properly utilize VFCDM, some prior knowledge of the frequency spectrum is

needed. For example, if the oscillation of interest is near, in frequency, to an unwanted

oscillation, the cutoff frequency of the lowpass filter must be chosen such that it is less

than the difference frequency between the oscillations, otherwise the unwanted

component will not be properly rejected. If there are no other oscillations, one must still

worry about any harmonic content in the signal.

CDM can fail when the signal to noise ratio is low, but it continues to try to

"lock" to whatever dominant signal exists. There is a bursting character to the output

amplitude, and the relative phase shows increased variance as different spectral

components with uncorrelated phase compete for dominance. The output is useless since

the amplitude and phase may correspond to the noise rather than the oscillation.

IMPORTANCE OF THE LOWPASS FILTER

The lowpass filter is critical for CDM. Lowpass filters are not ideal and care must

be made to choose the right kind. The filter must have a flat pass band, otherwise the

filter ripple can appear in the estimated amplitude if the frequency of oscillation wanders

within this passband. The filter must not contaminate the phase of the spectral

components passed. This means it must have no dispersion, i.e. zero group delay in the

passband. We initially chose a filter known as "Max Flat" because of its zero ripple and

zero group delay properties^ A However, this filter has a poor design algorithm that

prevents the computation of very low cutoff frequency filters and was abandoned in

favor of the "Nearly Equal Ripple" (NER) filter^5", which also has no group delay in the

passband. The problem of ripple is solved by using restrictive constraints on the filter

design such that the output contamination due to ripple is tolerable.

There are a few tradeoffs when choosing the filter design specification. The cutoff

frequency is the most important parameter. It must be big enough to pass the complete

oscillation spectrum, but low enough to reject as much unwanted noise as possible.

Unfortunately, time resolution is sacrificed when low cutoff frequencies are chosen. The

relationship between bandwidth and time resolution is given by Aco x At = 1 where

Aco = 2(oc and At is the minimum possible scale length for the time response of the filter.



ADVANTAGES OF VARIABLE-FREQUENCY COMPLEX DEMODULATION

The first advantage of VFCDM stems from the failure of the fast Fourier

transform (FFT) when very narrow band signals are analyzed. Finite length time series

have a finite frequency resolution because the truncation process results in spectral

broadening and ripple in frequency space. Fourier analysis of digitized signals is

equivalent to sampling the distorted spectrum at discrete frequencies with a frequency

separation that is inversely proportional to the number of points in the time series. If the

bandwidth of the oscillation is wider than this frequency resolution, there is no problem

and the FFT will give the correct value for the amplitude. However, when the oscillation

is narrow band, the amplitude returned does not correspond to the oscillation since the

true description of the oscillation is spread over several neighboring frequency elements.

The original time series is broken into even shorter time series for the windowed FFT

technique, thus compounding the problem in an attempt to gain time information at the

expense of frequency resolution. This effect can be verified by using sinusoidal test

signals of differing length. When the spectra of two series of differing lengths are

computed by a simple FFT, the computed amplitudes differ significantly from each other

and that of the known test oscillation. CDM gives the correct amplitude for such test

signals because the entire broadened signal is within the pass band of the lowpass filter,

which is controlled independently of the length of the time series.

Narrow band oscillations allow the use of very low cutoff frequency filters which

pass a very narrow band of noise from the original signal. Thus, CDM can be designed to

reject broad band noise, greatly improving sensitivity to small signals. The difficulty is

that if the difference between the oscillation frequency and the modulation frequency is

more than the cutoff frequency, then CDM will filter out the desired information. This

conflict motivated the adaptation of CDM to track the signal frequency. The comparison

between figures 2 and 3 demonstrate this conflict. It will be shown how, accurate

frequency tracking by VFCDM, allows the use very narrow filters.

It is possible to compute all the standard higher order spectral quantities from the

output of CDM^. Thus, time dependent cross power, auto and cross bi-spectrum, and

the corresponding coherence values can be computed. This suggests the use of VFCDM

for determining the coherence between two measurements exhibiting the same oscillation.

VFCDM could also be used to investigate coherence between two interacting oscillations

at different frequencies, as expected to exist in wave coupling.

PRACTICAL DETAILS

Here we discuss the processing steps used in VFCDM. These details are

important to understand the difficulties, limitations, and possible improvements to this



technique. Given a digitized time series, we proceed as follows. The first step is to use a

windowed FFT routine to get a qualitative understanding of the spectral behavior of all

oscillations in the input signal. The frequency of oscillation must be determined so that a

modulation phase (Equation 6) can be determined for use in Equation 7. The frequency

was extracted by running the unmodified CDM (Equation 2) routine once using the

average frequency as the fixed modulation frequency, and a cutoff frequency for the low

pass filter larger than half the total drift in oscillation frequency. There is a problem with

large changes in frequency. For example, if the oscillation frequency varies from 2-10

kHz, a filter with a 5 kHz cutoff will not reject the harmonic when the oscillation is at 2

kHz. However, since the harmonic is generally weak, there is little contamination of the

relative phase allowing for a good first estimate for the frequency. The lowpass filter

used for this case is wide band. Therefore, the signal used to determine the frequency

dependence of the oscillation should have good signal to noise ratio. Any reference signal

with good signal to noise ratio is sufficient, since all we want to determine at this point is

an accurate time dependent frequency for use in Equation 6. It may be possible to

bypass Equation 6 by computing the phase of the analytic signal , but this estimate of

phase includes noise from the full spectrum.

At this step, the lowpass filter can be changed to one with a much narrower

passband as a result of the frequency tracking now available. The result is a new relative

phase output from the variable-frequency tool. This process can then be iterated, using

the same tool, until the correction to the modulation frequency is small. Using primes to

distinguish iterations, we have:

Tr \ / TS

dt
8)

The derivative of the phase is computed digitally by finite difference. Because the

relative phase is only defined in the range [-7C,TS], the discontinuities when the phase

jumps from -7t to n appear as spikes in the output from the derivative. To remove these

spikes a "Median Filter" ̂  is used to exclude outlying values in the time series. This

ordered statistical filter is similar to a "Window or Moving Average" smoothing tool , but

instead of computing the average of the points within a time window, the points are

sorted and the median value is extracted. This value replaces the point in the time series

corresponding to the middle of the window. Median Filtering eliminates spikes in the

time series without reducing time response.

APPLICATION OF THIS TOOL TO MHD OSCILLATIONS

In this section we applied VFCMD to a signal from an internal magnetic pickup

coil during Mirnov oscillation activity^ in the TEXT tokamak°. Due to instabilities in



the plasma, there is a plasma-induced perturbation to the poloidal magnetic field from

localized current flows at particular minor radial locations where the safety factor {q(r)}

takes on a rational value. These instabilities are adequately described by magneto-

hydrodynamic (MHD) equations^. The perturbed magnetic field rotates with the plasma

in the poloidal and toroidal directions. The coil signal strength is proportional to the time

rate of change of the rotating magnetic field structure {9Be/3t}, as measured in the

laboratory frame. The most common mode, which does not terminate the plasma

discharge on TEXT, is a tearing mode. The MHD frequency (fMHD) is proportional to

the rotation velocity and the mode structure of the instability. This mode is predicted to

couple with eddy currents in the vacuum vessel induced by the instability and with errors

in the magnetic field produced by the machine 10-12. There is evidence that the MHD

frequency is inversely proportional to the strength of the instability^. In the data

presented, fMHD slowly decays as the plasma current is ramped down, increasing the edge

safety factor {q(r=a)}. This moves the perturbation toward the interior of the plasma,

shielding it from the external fields. The decay in frequency is interrupted by a gas puff

at 250 ms, after which the first harmonic (2xfMHD) is seen to disappear while the

fundamental increases in amplitude before subsequent decay. This behavior is being

investigated as a possible indication of a change in the coupling to wall currents'and error

fields. The second harmonic (3xfMHD) had an insignificant amplitude throughout the

discharge and can be taken as an upper bound on the noise level in the plasma.

Figure 1 shows the amplitude for the first three multiples of the MHD frequency

computed using the VFCDM tool with a 100 Hz low pass cutoff frequency. They are

plotted in white on top of the magnetics signal plotted in black. Note how the sum of

amplitudes approaches the signal envelope. The remaining difference is likely to be due

to the broad band noise in the signal. The output amplitudes are smooth since they have

a time resolution of approximately 5 ms.

Figures 2 through 4 present a comparison between VFCDM and the unmodified

CDM techniques for a low pass cutoff frequency of 400 Hz and a time resolution of

approximately 1 ms. In Figure 2, fMHD is plotted along with the modulation frequency

{6 kHz} used for the unmodified CDM technique to analyze the fundamental. The

frequencies passed by the filter fall in the range [5600 Hz, 6400 Hz], and are indicated by

the dashed lines in Figure 2. The cutoff frequency was chosen to demonstrate the

limitation of CDM when fMHD drifts out of this frequency band. In Figure 3, the

unmodified CDM technique shows a nearly zero amplitude when fMHD is outside the

passband. The VFCDM output, plotted in Figure 4, does not suffer from this problem,

and follows the full temporal evolution of the instability. The relative phases for each of



the respective techniques are plotted at the top of Figures 3 and 4. The unmodified CDM

tool returns a relative phase that wanders over a 20 radian range, while the VFCDM tool

shows little drift or variance in the relative phase due to good frequency tracking. Note

that after the gas puff, when the first harmonic (Figure 4) goes to zero, there is an increase

in the variance of the relative phase. The second harmonic shows higher variance, but in

both cases, the VFCDM tool manages to track the small oscillations with only small

drifts in the relative phase, despite the increase in phase noise.

Note that the amplitude from the VFCDM tool using the 400 Hz filter (Figure 4)

has better time resolution than the same tool using the 100 Hz filter (Figure 1). Also note

that the output amplitude from both runs with different filters gives the same amplitude.

This comparison proves that the spectral width of the MHD frequency is very narrow

band and deviates from the modulating frequency by no more than 100 Hz (0.1%

Nyquist), demonstrating excellent frequency tracking by this technique.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We present a modification to the complex demodulation technique, that follows

the evolution of the oscillation frequency in the signal, such that the output amplitude and

relative phase correspond to that of the oscillation regardless of the actual time behavior

of the frequency. This variable frequency complex demodulation technique provides an

effective tool for analyzing oscillations rather than particular frequency components of

spectra. The theory as well as practical details were presented and the technique is

demonstrated by its application to Mirnov oscillations^ measured by a magnetic pickup

coil on the TEXT tokamak°.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 The magnetics signal is plotted in black. Superimposed in white are the

amplitudes for the fundamental and next two harmonics computed by the variable

frequency complex demodulation tool using a 100 Hz low pass filter.

Figure 2 The solid line is the MHD frequency, as determined by variable frequency

complex demodulation. The tag denotes the time at which deuterium fueling was

increased by a gas puff. The dotted line at 6 kHz is the modulation frequency used in the

unmodified complex demodulation tool for the comparison with the variable-frequency

complex demodulation tool. The dashed lines represent the edge of the passband for the

low pass filter [5600 Hz, 6400 Hz].

Figure 3 This plot represents the output from the unmodified complex demodulation

frequency at 6,12 and 18 kHz. The relative phase <t>r and the amplitude A(t) are labled

respectively for each of the frequencies.

Figure 4 This plot represents the output from the variable-frequency complex

demodulation tool for the fundamental and first two harmonics of the MHD frequency

plotted in Figure 2. The relative phase <j>r and the amplitude A(t) are labled respectively.
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